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FOREWORD TO A HISTORY OF OTISH EDUCATION IN BUFFALO 
This history is based on primary sources wherever 
possible, the writer having been fortunate in securing 
access to the available records of the congregations 
aiid schools of the Jewish community of Buffalo. Where 
such sources were not available, the writer obtained in¬ 
formation from periodicals, newspapers, and men and wo¬ 
men connected with the various schools, often from 
their inoeption. 
In point of time the period covered begins with 1847 
and ends with the present year. 
The story aims to show the beginnings, aim^ and the 
development of the various schools, the general problems 
which beset Jewish education in Buffalo, and the various 
trends and tendencies which are discernible. The American 
and Jewish backgrounds and their interrelations are also 
taken into account. 
While each Jewish community, in the various cities of 
this country, has its own problems and peculiarities in 
relation to Jewish education, there are sufficient elements 
in common for Buffalo to serve as a ty^e city, at least, 
for those cities which approximte it, in the size of their 
Jewish and general populations. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The perennial problem of the Jew is survival* It is no 
doubt true that all nations are confronted with this selfsame 
problem* But it is visited upon the Jew in a somewhat more 
complex form in that the Jewish people are - and have been 
for many centuries - a dispersed people* Dwelling in many 
countries simultaneously, they must cope with the problem 
of adjustment to their separate environments and at the same 
time contrive to retain their identity as a Jewish group* 
The extent to which they have survived and the siirvival 
techniques which they have evolved have varied with time and 
place* In the present era those coiintries in which the po-* 
litical and social patterns of life are democratic tend to 
be more congenial to Jewish survival than those countries in 
which a totalitarian philosophy predominates* And there is 
some ground for the view that this is not merely attribut‘d 
able to chance but rather to the inherent democratic ten¬ 
dencies of the Jewish people which found expression in the 
Old Testament and Talmudic literature - the mainsprings of 
(1) 
Jewish life* 
One thing, however, stands out quite clearly: no matter 
what the nature of the program for survival, at any time and 
in any place, whether hit upon fortuitously or arrived at 
deliberately, it has always included provision for some sys¬ 
tem of Jewish education. ”In Bible days the Israelites were 
commanded to teach the Torah to the young and to meditate 
-2- 
in it day and night..... Among a list of oommandments which a 
(&) 
Jew should keep, given in the Mishnah and included in the 
daily prayer hook, are honoring father and mother, doing acts 
of charity, and making peace between people, but *the study 
(3) 
of the Torah outweighs all of these.* 
This emphasis upon education indicated a love of learning 
"per se", but it took on added significance particularly after 
the destruction of the Second Temple* "Jewish education which 
till then had been a means of preparing the Jewish child for 
normal life in Palestine became the sole means of maintaining 
(4) 
Jewish unity in the Diaspora." The devotion which other 
peoples give to their homeland, the Jews, rendered homeless 
by circumstance, gave to the study of Jewish culture. 
From the first, when Jews began to arrive in America, 
they gave their attention to supplying the educational needs 
of their group. Naturally they brought over with them from 
the old world not only their traditional conceptions of the 
substance of Jewish education, but also the methods of in^ 
struction to which they had become accustomed* But in course 
of time, the interplay of environmental influence tended to 
modify these methods and to give a definite American imprint 
to the^u 
At the same time the Jewish group itself has been under¬ 
going constantly a process of reorientation to the American 
way of life, an adjustment which has been complicated by the 
changes and diversifications which have taken place within 
the Jewish group. The ensuing changes and modifications have 
-3- 
naturally enougii made themselves felt in the sphere of Jewish 
education also# And in view of the importance which Jews 
attach to the matter, they have given it deliberate and serious 
consideration# The ever mounting number of volumes and studies 
devoted to Jewish education testify to the attention which 
the subject commands. 
However, to visualize this process more clearly, to bring 
the picture into sharper focus, it will be well to study the 
evolution of Jewish education in a single community# The 
writer believes that the information yielded by such a study 
and the conclusions which may be drawn from it will be of 
value in an effort to understand similar efforts of the Jewish 
group elsewhere in the United States# 
The city chosen as the background of this study is - 
Buffalo# The motives behind this choice were twofold: (1) The 
essential character of Buffalo, whose geographic location, 
history and population unite to make it a focal American 
(5) 
There is therefore the likelihood that tendencies 
discernible in that area will be present in most other 
American cities# (2) The accident of residence; since the 
writer happens to live in Buffalo, the material for study 
lies within his reach# 
The method to be followed here envisages an analysis of 
the bases of Jewish education in America; a brief considera¬ 
tion of the city of Buffalo and its Jewish community; a 
history of the development of Jewish education in Buffalo; 
and a summary of present trends and tendencies as revealed 
by this study# 
NOTES 
1. Witt, Rabbi Louis: Judaism arid Demooracy» Jewish Tracts 
No. 11, Union of American Hebrew Congregations, Cin¬ 
cinnati, Ohio. Also Berkson, Isaac B.: Theories of 
Americanizationt New York, 19SO, pp. 19-21; and 
Gamoran, Emanuel: Cheuiging Conceptions in Jewish Edu¬ 
cation in two books, N. Y., 1924. "The anthropocentric 
conception of the universe emphasized by the Jewish 
religion is quite in harmony with the human aims of 
democracy." Book 2, p. 89. 
2. The Mishnah is the body of laws which amplified those 
found in the Torah, and which, first transmitted 
orally, were later compiled by Rabbi Judah Hanasi 
toward the end of the second century. 
3. Lotz, Philip H., ed. and Crawford, L. H., co-ed.: 
Studies in Religious Education. Nashville, Tenn., 1931 
From Chap* XXII "Jewish Education in the United States 
by Emanuel Gagioran, p. 492. 
4. Lotz and Crawford, p. 494. 
5. In viewing Buffalo as possessing traits typical of an 
American city I was guided largely by the criteria 
laid down in Middletown, by R. S. and H* M. Lynd, 
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CHAPTER ONE 
THE BASIS OF JEY/ISH EDUCATION IN AMERICA 
There are today In the United States some four and one— 
half million Jews* No country takes precedence over the 
United States in the genuine hospitality it has extended to 
the immigrant Jew in the past, and the inequivocal manner 
in which it has granted him political and civil equality 
throughout its history* The Jew in turn has sought to adjust 
himself to American life. But the question which has exer¬ 
cised the minds of Jewish leaders is how to make this ad¬ 
justment without surrendering Jewish group identity* ”Vari— 
ous programs and solutions have been advanced*•••^Ibu^ the 
■Droblem basic to all programs of Jewish adjustment in the 
(2) 
United States is that of Jewish survival*" 
What renders the problem more complicated is the fact 
that the Jewish population does not constitute a unified 
and harmonious group# The Jews are divided and differen¬ 
tiated as to antecedents, religious viewpoint, national out¬ 
look, social philosophy and the like* If there is any una— 
of opinion at all it consists in this, that no matter 
what their differences and programs, each group (except, as 
we shall see later, out and out assimilationists) usually 
0j2visages some system of Jewish education as a necessary 
complement of its program* 
This matter of Jewish education is of significance not 
only to Jewish, but to American educators as well* "Whatever 
-6- 
affects the education of American children - whether di*- 
rectly through the American public schools or indirectly 
throu^ voluntary school systems - is of interest to the 
(3) 
student of American education*” The social orientation 
of the Jew in terms of his American milieu; the extent to 
which he preserves his cultural and religious heritage, 
his folk-ways and social or^nizations; - in other words 
the means by which Jews "educate their children so as to 
make them heirs of their social heritage, and at the same 
time, insure their full adjustment as American citizens,” 
are matters ”of significance to the future of America and 
(4) 
American citizens*” 
To understand the educational efforts of the Jewish 
group anywhere in this country it is of advantage to be 
familiar, at least in outline, with the origins of Jewish 
life in the United States, and the various programs which 
have been advanced to solve the problem of Jewish survival 
here* Naturally our analysis will, by its very brevity, be 
unable to embrace in full detail the complexity of Jewish 
life. Moreover, it must not be assumed that Jews consciously 
fall into specific, clear-cut groups; they rather tend to 
drift letting necessity and circumstance determine their 
alignments. Besides all groups have elements in common so 
that there is considerable over-lapping. But with due al¬ 
lowance for these limiting factors, a description of the 
Jewish groups will help to appreciate more properly their 
educational endeavors* 
7- 
The Historical Basis 
Since Jewish education in this country has largely been 
determined by the habits, customs and outlooks which immi¬ 
grant Jews brought with them from abroad, it is in point to 
inq^uire into their antecedents. Jewish history in the United 
States is usually divided into three periods, based upon so-^ 
called waves of immigration. Each wave had its source in a 
particular European area, and the immigrants from each were 
characterized by certain physical and social traits reflec¬ 
ting their respective European background. The first wave is 
that of the Spanish-Portugese Jews, 1654-1848; the second 
that of the German Jews, 1848-1881; and the third that of 
(5) 
the East-European Jews from 1881 to the present day. 
1. As the primary concern of this study is to be the 
city of Buffalo, we may dismiss the first wave with but a 
passing mention, inasmuch as no Spanish-Portugese Jews ever 
(6) 
settled therein. And since they were, in any event, always 
comparatively few in number and usually held themselves aloof 
from the Tna-rtn stream of^ Jewish life, their influence is thus 
(7) 
of small weight. 
2. German Jews began to arrive in this country even be¬ 
fore the Revolutionary War. But they came as individuals and 
their numbers increased slowly. However, as a result of the 
revolutionary disorders in Germany in 1848, they began to 
emigrate ^ masse. ”The first comers were favored with little 
of worldly goods; until they learned the strange language. 
8- 
they eked out a living by peddling and rose but slowly to 
a competence* Only those that came after 1848 counted a 
number of better situated families> and there were many 
(8) 
possessed of culture*” The greater part of them were 
”strictly orthodox, loyal to the teachings of their an¬ 
cestral religion and staunch in the observance of its 
practices* Their educational standards were simple (and 
(9) 
traditional), like their conditions of life*” 
There were, however, some who ”brought with them 
(from Germany) a new cultural ideal, that of the eman- 
(10) 
cipated Occidental Jew, and a new interpretation of 
(11) 
Judaism, that of Reform, whose purpose was to adapt 
the Jews to their new environment* In America the new 
ideals spread rapidly* Reform Judaism was widely accepted* 
Now, practically every one of the important German Jewish 
\ } 
congregations in this country follows the reform ritual* 
One of the outstanding contributions made by the Ger¬ 
man Jews here was the development of special philanthropic 
institutions to take care of their dependents and their needy* 
This had hitherto been a traditional function of the syna- 
(13) 
gogue* 
3* The third and largest wave of Jewish immigration to 
this country was that which originated in the lands of 
Eastern Europe* The main stream came from Czarist Russia, 
but considerable numbers also arrived from Galicia, Rou- 
mania and Hungary* Although there had been East-European 
Jews in America even in pre-Revolutionary days (probably 
the most famous example is Haym Solomon, who aided the 
9 
Revolutionary cause with large suras of money, and who was 
a Polish Jew), the full stream of iramigration from those 
areas did not begin till 1881. The immediate occasion which 
led Jews in hundreds of thousands to uproot their homes and 
come here was the pogroms, the mass brutalities to which 
the Jews of Russia were subjected. 
Of the four and one-half million Jews in this country 
today over eighty per cent are directly of East-European 
(14) 
origin or children of parents of such origin. This 
group is thus the strongest numerically speaking. "But more 
important than numerical strength ^s it^ importance 
as a new force in the development of Jewish life in America 
and the possibilities that ^t]i offer^3 the enrichment 
of American life. This group is very complex, containing 
(15) 
within itself many smaller groups." 
In his study of Jewish Education in New York City, Dr. 
Dushkin indicates four types of outstanding interest: 
(1) The immigrant orthodox type, "minutely observant 
of the great mass of rabbinic tradition.... well versed in 
the literature of the Talmud and the (legal) codes,” pre¬ 
serving "with as little deviation as possible in the new 
land of his adoption" the customs and the likes which he 
has brought with him from Europe; 
(E) The materially "all-right" type, who having achieved 
economic well-being tends "to live his Jewish life on the 
-10- 
basis of momentum only, and not to worry greatly over the 
many problems which confront Jewish life in America.... 
He is not antagonistic to Jewish activity or to Jewish 
education, but is, rather, indifferent to these efforts, 
and will support them, if properly appealed to*’* 
(3) The nationalist Jew, ’’who is the product of two 
historic movements. The Haslcallah (Enlightenment) move¬ 
ment in Russia during the middle of the last century, 
caused many Jewish students to forsake the Talmud!cal 
halls of learning and seek the wider culture of the west¬ 
ern world.... Young men began to devote their energies to 
the creation of a new literature in Hebrew, ess^jressive of 
the facts of modern life and 9f the new orientation of the 
Jews in the modern world.... With the Haskallah movement 
another force combined in creating the nationalist Jew. 
This force was Zionism. Modern Zionism originated in Russia 
as a *Love of Palestine* movement, and spread throu^out 
the world under the leadership of Dr. Theodore Herzl, the 
foxinder of the Zionist world organization. It is simply a 
modern formulation of the age-long yearning of the Jew for 
Zion. It looks to the establishment of *a publicly secured,, 
legally assured homeland for the Jews in Palestine,* and to 
the ♦fostering of Jewish consciousness throu^out the world.* 
These two movements, Haskallah and Zionism, are expressive 
of the Jewish interests of the nationalist Eastern European 
Jew. He makes up the rank and file of Zionists in this co\m- 
11- 
try and he can he found in every movement which makes for 
the organization and development of American Jewish life#*^ 
(4) The radiaal type, "the creation of the intense 
revolutionary efforts in Russia, which finally led to the 
gyeat Russian Revolution* His is a loud cry for social 
Justice.... He swells the ranks of the radiaal socialist 
and labor movements in this country. While he throws off 
the religious elements of his Jewish life, and in many 
cases also the national phases, he nevertheless ardently 
preserves his Jewish affiliation in intensely socialized 
forma: special Jewish organizations, Jewish labor unions, 
Jewish newspapers, Jewish schools, etc. He has converted 
the Jewish intellectual ideal into that of .... one who 
frees himself from the sanctions of the past, and atten^ts 
(le) 
to live by *cold* intellect alone." 
The Social and Ideological Bases 
Having considered its European origin, we may then 
proceed to an analysis of the social and ideological 
forces which divide the Jewish group. It must be borne 
in mind that it is difficult to make any fine distinctions, 
because all the various segments of the group tend to 
merge into each other} and most Jews, "like other humsp 
beings, do not have highly conscious motives in their being 
and thinking.... In the majority of cases, the American 
to 
Jew does not holdyysharply distinct attitudes. His views are 
12 
eclectic, and partake of the characteristics of several 
‘ (17) 
classes#*’ Nevertheless, two types can be discerned: 
the positive and the negative Jew# 
Negative Jews 
It will be convenient to consider the negative group 
first# By negative Jews we have in mind such Jews who be¬ 
long to the Jewish group merely by accident of birth# Their 
most outstanding trait as Jews is their desire to appear 
— other than Jewish; in short, to completely assimilate 
with and become submerged by their environment# A good 
statement of the assimilatibnist position is to be found 
in Dr# Karpf’s Jewish Community Organization in the United 
States# "In this category are grouped those who have no 
interest in Jewish survival, and who hold, on the contrary, 
that the Jews axe doomed to extinction tiirough the process 
of assimilation which is constantly going on# This process, 
they believe, should be encouraged, and cannot and should 
not be stopped# Some of the moderates among them may believe 
that it should be retarded# But even they view assimilation 
as desirable and inevitable#" Economically and politically 
"fchis group represents the two extremes of Jewish life, being 
"either extremely conservative or reactionary if they are 
Yi'0jii'fchy, or# # • # among the most radical Marxists if they are 
(18) 
workers#” 
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Jews in this group scout all efforts at preservation 
of all forms of Jewish communal life# They are, therefore, 
indifferent - when not overtly and actively opposed - to 
Jewish education# 
Positive (Affirmative) Jews 
For the sake of simplicity it will he convenient to di¬ 
vide the Jews who fall into this category into three types: 
Religionists, Nationalists and Economic Theorists# As al¬ 
ready suggested, these groupings are not always mutually ex¬ 
clusive# Nevertheless each hy itself represents a definite 
point of view as regards Jewish survival# 
Religionists 
Jews are divided in their religious outlook and practice 
into three groups: Orthodox, Conservative and Reform# To at¬ 
tempt an exhaustive analysis of the position of each division 
is here beside the point. The description here given aims 
to supply only those details which help to clarify the as¬ 
pect under consideration - Jewish education# 
(1) Orthodoxy: The ensuing statements summarize the 
Orthodox position. "To the Orthodox, Judaism is a super- 
naturally revealed religion# The Bible is to them the re—‘ 
vealed Book of God and is an all-embracing guide in sol¬ 
ving all of life’s problems# To the Orthodox Jew, every¬ 
thing which is outside the province and purview of his 
(19) 
’religious’ life is of secondary importance.’’ 
14- 
More specifically, ’*the characteristic attitude of the 
orthodox is the wish to preserve unaltered those religious 
institutions and customs which have been codified into Jew¬ 
ish law, particularly into the code of Rabbinic laws known 
as the *Shulohan Aruch^ (*The Table SetM* This legal code 
deals with every aspect of life in great detail..•• Its 
purpose is to bring to the ordinary Jew, in an available 
form, the vast rabbinic legal tradition, which regulates ev¬ 
ery phase of human life. Prayers, meals, business transac¬ 
tions, marriage, birth, death, recreation, work, all pos¬ 
sible human relationships are regulated in accordance with 
the development of Jewish tradition, which has its origin 
in the Bible, and continues through the Talmud to the post- 
(SO) 
Talmudic rabbis.” 
The purpose of educating a Jew in the observance of all 
minutiae of ritual and law is to produce a God-fearing man, 
who by very possession of this virtue, becomes a good human 
being, whose conduct is a living expression of the ethicfil 
(21) 
ideals of the prophets# 
(2) Reform; The Reform Jews are in a sense diametrA-^ 
cally opposed to the Orthodox. The Jewish Reform movement 
began in Germany toward the end of the eighteenth century, 
reached its most vigorous stage there in the early nine¬ 
teenth century, and, crossing the Atlantic, reached the 
peak of its development here between 1850 and 1900. The 
official attitude of the American Reform movement was for¬ 
mulated at a conference of Reform Rabbis held in Pitts¬ 
burgh in 1886. 
-15- 
”The Reform movement abrogated practically all of the 
laws which arose and were codified after the Talmud, as well 
as many of the Talmudic regulations, and even some of the 
biblical injunctions. Its leaders called themselves followers 
of Prophetic Judaism, meaning thereby that they wished to 
make the Prophets, rather than the Pentateuch, the guides 
and authorities for their Jewish social life* Their aim was 
to interpret the values of Judaism for the modern environ¬ 
ment in which the Jews lived, following their emancipation 
in the countries of Western Europe. Their more concrete 
reforms were in making the Jewish synagogue ritual more 
(23) 
simple and more aesthetic.” 
More radical was the Reform Jews* repudiation of Jewish 
nationhood and the adoption of the view that the Jews are 
only a unique religious body. Since the World War individual 
Reform Jews or even whole communities have modified their 
stand both as to observance eind outlook. Thus today ”there 
(23) 
are many Reformists who are ardent Zionists.” But the 
official attitude of this group has never been supplanted^ 
and thus the Platform drawn up at the Pittsburgh conference 
of 1886 has remained the official expression of,the Reform 
Jews* stand. 
In view of its special and almost exclusive emphasis 
that Judaism is a religion, Reform Jewry conceives of Jew¬ 
ish education as religious education. ”Becauae the teaching 
of religion is excluded from the public schools, it is 
necessary to provide supplementary schools for the teaching 
of religion. It is the Sunday School which has become the 
24) 
standard type of Reform School.' 
16 
(3) Conservative: The Conservative Jew and the attitude 
he represents tend to escape precise definition* Conservative 
Judaism originated in the nineteenth century when Reform 
Judaism and its doctrines began to play havoc with traditional 
Judaism, and the break-up of the ghetto threw the Jew, almost 
unprepared, upon a world that overwhelmed him* Those Jews 
who sensed the resultant threat to Jewish existence and who, 
while aware that they must reckon with the new challenges, 
yet wanted at the same time to preserve as much as they could 
of Jewish life, launched what became known as Conservative 
(25) 
Judaism. 
”It represents today the evolutionary attitude in Juda** 
ism* It refuses to break with the past, but instead, gradual¬ 
ly discards those customs and laws which are felt to be no 
longer tenable or necessary* It is a functional conception 
of Judaism*... It refuses to make the distinction between 
the spiritual, or reli^ioiis phases of Jewish life, and in 
the corporate or national aspects. It claims that Jewish 
spirituality has meaning only with reference to Jewish 
fflroup life.... It does not consider Jewish religious life 
(26) 
as having ceased in its development*” As Jewish life 
finds the greatest scope for its expression in the syna¬ 
gogue it is essential that every Jew be a member of some 
specific congregation. For its Jewish education each 
congregation usually conducts a supplementary religious 
school* 
17- 
The theoretic aims of Conservative Jewish education are the 
training of the "Jewish child to participate intelligently 
in the life of the Synagogue,” and bequeathing to him ”a 
knowledge of the Bible and other Jewish literature.” Added 
aims are the integration of ”the Jewish child into the 
larger Jewish life of his community, his country, and World 
Jewry; a knowledge of Hebrew as the "historic language of 
the Jewish people” and as the "living language of Palestine 
and of the Jewries of other countries today;” the implanting 
I 
of a sense of Jewish responsibility, helpfulness and loyalty, 
and a love for Palestine as a national Jewish hornet A further 
aim, more general in its scope, is "to make the Jewish child 
(27) 
a better man or woman,” 
Nationalists 
Jewish nationalism is linked with Zionism. Nationalist 
strivings among Jews are an offspring of pre-war (1914) Euro-» 
pean nationalism, and of the "treatment accorded the Jews by 
the different nations. In the countries of Eastern Europe it 
was the rightlessness of the Jewish people, the segregation 
and consequent congestion of the Jewish masses, the persecu¬ 
tions and discriminations against the Jews, which gave rise 
to Zionism. In the countries of ?/estern Europe it was anti- 
(28) 
semitism which drove the Jews to espouse Zionism.” 
There are various versions of Jewish nationalism. But 
the one most current in the United States is the theory of 
-18- 
Spiritual Zionism. According to its view, the Jew can best 
hope to survive by a return to Palestine* But as not all the 
Jews in the world can be absorbed by that country, it follows 
that there must always be a Diaspora-Jewry. How shall this 
body preserve its Jewish spirit under conditions of modern 
living which require that the Jew lead an existence in the 
midst of non-Jewish cultures and even that he (quite justi¬ 
fiably) participate in the cultural and national life of his 
non-Jewish environment? 
The answer from the Spiritual Zionist standpoint lies 
(29) 
in the concept evolved by Ahad Ha-am. According to this 
thinker, Palestine will serve as a spiritual center from 
which the fruits of the creative spirit of the Jew will 
emanate and radiate in all directions, unifying the dis¬ 
persed Jews and giving ever fresh meaning, stability and 
(30) 
vitality to their lives. 
In this country the communal Talmud Torah (House for 
the Study of Torah) comes nearest to expressing eduoational- 
(31) 
ly the aims and outlook of Spiritual Zionism. 
Economic Theories 
The economic outlook of the Jews is diversified and 
depends on each individual’s position in the economic scale# 
There are, thus, to be found among Jews proponents of every 
shade of economic thought. Amongsome Jews whose outlook is 
that of the working-class, there has emerged a standpoint 
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on Jewish existence which can hest be described as secu*^ 
larist* In matters of religion members of this gyoup take 
the view that it is the private concern of the individual# 
Its organized form is best typified by the Workmen's Circle# 
which operates supplementary schools, in which the language 
of instruction is Yiddish* The reason for this is the view 
that Yiddish is the language of the Jewish masses# Yiddish 
literature, Jewish history and the story of the working- 
(3S) 
class movement are the subjects of major emphasis# 
Reconstructionism 
Reconstructionist Judaism is a late development among 
Jewish groups, and in view of its recency and special 
' character, it has been detached from the framework of dis¬ 
cussion in which the other groups were considered# Its 
founder and foremost spokesman is Dr, Mord#cai M# Kaplan 
of New York City, and in his Judaism as a Civilization he 
ejcpounds the Reconstructionist philosophy of Judaism. Indi¬ 
cating the inadequacies of the various religious and secu¬ 
lar systems of Jewish life, Dr# Kaplan maintains that the 
key to the solution of the question: In what does Judaism 
consist? - lies in the word civilization and all the term 
implies# As a civilization Judaism is neither merely a re¬ 
ligious nor a mere secular group* **Judaism.is*»,## 
something far more comprehensive than Jewish religion* It 
includes that nexus of a history, literature, language* 
social organization* folk-sanctions, standards of conduct# 
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social,and, spiritual Ideals> esthetic values, which in their 
(331 ~ 
totality form a civilization*” 
This new approach to Jewish living has, partly through 
its inherent appeal, and partly through the influence of 
its leading e3Q)onent, Dr* Kaplein, acq^uirad a large following, 
not so much among the Jewish laity as among the Jewish 
clergy, social workers and educators* Among rabbis it cuts 
across religious groups, finding adherents for itself among 
Reform, Conservative and, occasionally. Orthodox rabbis* 
Through them the point of view is distilled in sermons, club 
groups and the like to the various congregations; and social 
workers in community centers give practical application to 
the outlook throu^ the wide and more inclusive types of 
program they foster* 
The educational implications of Reconstructionism are 
summarized in the following statement: ”The aim of Jewish 
education may be defined thus: to develop in the rising 
generation a desire and a capacity, (1) to participate in 
Jewish life, (2) to understand and appreciate the Hebrew 
language and literature, (3) to put into practice Jewish 
patterns of conduct both ethical and religious, (4) to 
appreciate and adopt Jewish sanctions and aspirations, and 
(5) to stimulate artistic creativity in the expression of 
Jewish values*.*... All these objectives presuppose a type 
of Jewish life which is completely integrated into a pro- 
(34) 
gressive and dynamic American life*” 
This approach, as has bean intimated, has in varying 
degree affected the educational efforts of different Jew*- 
(35) 
ish groups. But, with only one exception, it has not 
as yet established any schools of its own* 
Types of Educational Systems 
The foregoing analysis indicates the complex and hete** 
rogeneous nature of the Jewish group in America. It has 
also suggested the educational outlook: of the various groups 
based upon their particular attitudes. We may summarize now 
the type of school sponsored by each group* 
(l) Jews who view assimilation as desirable naturally 
subscribe to no Jewish education at all and thus have no 
schools* 
(E) Yeshivah (literally session or a sitting) is the 
nearest Jewish approach to the parochial school. The strong¬ 
est advocates of this form of education are the orthodox 
Jews* Where the Yeshivah is, for practical reasons out of 
the question (actually only few such schools exist and 
only in cities of heavily concentrated Jewish population 
such as New York and Chicago; Buffalo and cities whose 
Jewish population is approximately the size of that of 
Buffalo have no Yeshivah) orthodox Jews seek the solution 
of their educational problem in the Talmud Torah (see 
below)* The goal of Jewish education in the Yeshivah, as 
well as the center of its curriculum, is the mastery of 
the Talmud* 
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(3) The Talmud Torah (literally, Study of the Law) is 
s- supplemeatary weekday sohool> drawing its adherents from 
Orthodox and Conservatiye circles* The Talmud Torah is 
usually a communal school, that ia, supported by those in 
the community at large who favor its existence* ’’In these 
schools the Bible, and post—biblical literature, form the 
center of the curriculum* Jewish history, religion and ethics 
(35) 
are important elements in the course of study*’’ 
(4) The Congregational School is a relatively new 
phenomenon in American Jewish educational circles* It is 
a supplementary weekday school* In its essentials it fol¬ 
lows the pattern laid down by the Talmud Torah* The chief 
difference is that the maintenance of the school is the 
responsibility of a specific congregation rather than that 
of the community at large* Although some Orthodox syna¬ 
gogues maintain such schools, they are to be looked for 
most often in Conservative congregations* A tacit aim of 
these schools is the fostering of loyalty to the syna¬ 
gogue as the major group e3cpression in Jewish life* 
(3) Stinday Schools are stressed chiefly by Reform 
Jews, althou^ Conservative and (rather rarely) Orthodox 
congregations maintain this type of school as well* In¬ 
struction in these schools is limited to Sunday mornings, 
on which day some two hours of study are devoted to Jew¬ 
ish history, ethics and a skeleton of religious obser¬ 
vances* In, patterni/’’this type of school is familiar to 
Americans. Historically it originated as a result of the 
example set by the American Sunday School Union, organized 
in Philadelphia, and throu^out its development it has 
fashioned its curriculum and management on the Protestant 
(37) 
model.” 
' « 
(®) Yiddishlst Schoolsi This term loosely describes 
the type of school advocated by Jewish secularist*^socialist 
groups. Yiddish is at once the language of instruction, as 
well as the chief subject of the curriculum. Until recently 
secularist-socialist Jews were sharply divided among them¬ 
selves. One group, known as the Arbeiter Ring (Workmen's 
Circle), was cosmopolitan in outlook. It favored fusion 
with the non-Jewish proletariat and established its own 
supplementary weekday schools. Opposed to the Arbeiter 
Ring was the Jewish National Workers* Alliance cf/America. 
This latter group was also socialistic in its economic 
viewpoint, but considered itself culturally and nationally 
a part of the Jewish people, and wanted to preserve its 
group life. It accordingly opened schools of its own. 
Today the Arbeiter Ring has made a rapprochement with 
all other national workers* groups and its schools have 
taken on a national tinge. Thus Jewish holidays are observed 
and taught - though largely in a secular-nationalist spirit. 
(38l 
and not as religious festivals. 
There are then several types of Jewish schools, each 
tending to represent the viewpoint of a specific group. 
However, it is not uncommon for a number of groups to sup- 
»24- 
port a given type of school, or for one group to lend its 
aid to several types of school* 
The analysis contained in this chapter is general 
both in scope and in scene* In later chapters dealing 
with Buffalo, it will be seen that the elements of this 
analysis apply in almost full extent to that city in 
particular* 
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CHilPTER TY/0 
MEERICA^I DEMOCRACY AND JEWISH EDUCATION 
In the endeavor of the Jews to adjust themselves to 
American life the Jewish schools have played an important 
role, and their variety merely reflects differences in 
method of adjustment* All, however, find a basis for their 
educational efforts predicated in the inherent nature of 
American democracy* There are various theories of American 
democracy; but the theory which usually underlies Jewish 
endeavors towards adjustment is that of some form of 
cultural pluralism* 
The Ideological Basis 
(1) The social philosopher's viewpoints The Jews are 
a minority group in America and their participation in 
American life what time they seek to preserve their iden-» 
tity represents a problem upon whose solution depends the 
happiness of many human lives* It is naturally a problem 
not confined to Jews alone* America contains a number of 
minorities, religious and national, and a solution must 
be reached whereby all shall contribute to the enrich¬ 
ment of American life, not by self-effacement but by 
assembling the best elements of each group into a har¬ 
monious blend with that which is fundamentally American* 
At the close of the previous century the doctrine 
of Americanization most often voiced was that of the ’’melt- 
ing-pot"* The view of adherents to this Outlookn was that 
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America was a vast social crucible into which was constantly 
poured a stream of admixed, foreign elements, national and 
religious, all of which would in time emerged fused and with 
a distinct and like American pattern. But ”the theory did 
not work, the minority cultures did not melt, but held aloof 
from American life, continuing their cultural practices 
(1) 
isolated from American life.” 
A new guiding philosophy, a new approach to American 
life and the minority question was felt to be needed^ Wrote 
Herbert Croly in 1914: ”The conscious bond of a common 
faith progressive democratic ideal^ makes not for an in¬ 
discriminate fusion, but for a genuinely social union, 
constituted both by individuals and by those smaller social 
groups which give distinction to so much of individual 
life. The bond stimulates mutual understanding and is itself 
(2) 
strengthened thereby.” 
A decade later Mary P. Follett phrased the idea rather 
trenchantly in her book Creative Experience. ”Y/e need a 
technique of human relations based on the preservation of 
the integrity of the individual. Of late years we have 
heard too much of the collective life as an aim in itself. 
But who cares for the ’collective life’? It is usually a 
mere shibboleth of eii5)ty words* What we care about is the 
productive life, and the first test of the productive 
power of the collective life is the nourishment of the 
(3) 
individual.” 
Thus the melting-pot has begun to give way and ”in 
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recent years a new theory of the adjustment of minority 
groups to major civilizations has been emerging, that of 
cultural pluralism^ This theory..*, assumes that no cul¬ 
ture contains all favorable elements, but that each group 
that makes up the total American population has unique 
values, and that the nation will be richer and finer in 
its cultural make-up if it, the country, preserves the 
best that each group has brou^t. The theory assumes, 
furthermore, that these minority groups have been so com¬ 
pletely conditioned by their heritages that the historic 
past could not be sacrificed even if they chose to forget 
their past experiences. Their natures, character, and 
personalities are built out of a culture different from 
our own, and the method of effective cultural transmis¬ 
sion requires that the fundamentals of their heritage be 
preserved for generations. The only other..option is cul¬ 
tural deterioration, the degeneration of family life, 
(4) 
and maladjustments in our social life.” 
(E). The educationalist's viewpoint; This theory 
(cultural pluralism), which in somewhat modified forms 
(5) 
goes by other names, such as ”trans-nationalism” 
(6) - 
and the ”community theory”, represents the stand of 
modern sociological thinkers. On the educational level 
the concept has received support from some of the lead¬ 
ers in educational-philosophic thou^t. 
An adumbration of the idea may perhaps be perceived 
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in Nicholas Murray Butler's definition of education as 
being a "gradual adjustment to the spiritual possessions 
of the race with a view of realizing one’s own poten— 
(7) - 
tialities*" (Italics ours) Typical of the thinking of 
John Dewey, from whose writings numerous references could 
be cited, is this q,uotation.: "If democracy has a moral 
and ideal meaning, it is that social return be demanded 
from all and that the opportunity for development of 
distinctive capacities be afforded all." 
For Jews, group life in its more intimate phases 
means association with other Jews, even as among Polish- 
Americans group life implies association with other Poles, 
and so on through the heterogeneous list of groups which, 
taken together, constitute the American people. There is 
nothing of the alien spirit in this phenomenon; it is 
rather the outcome of a natural human tendency, the gre¬ 
garious instinct carried to its logical conclusion. Edu¬ 
cation, says Charles A. Beard, "must prepare youth for 
(9) 
associational life and activities." In so far as Jewish 
group life is concerned, Jewish education alone can assume 
this educational function. 
If, as Ross Lee Finney repeatedly maintains, this is 
"the democratic ideal - that every human being has an in- 
(10) 
herent right to happiness and self-realization," its 
achievement must rest on such premises as cultural plu¬ 
ralism implies. The crux of the matter is brought home to 
US in this statement: ’’.Real democracy of necessity 
demands divergence of cultures, nationalities, and reli^ 
gions, and free interplay between ethnic, cultural, and 
national and religious minority groups* The individuali¬ 
zation of society must include the individualization of 
minority groups, and in socializing the individual, we 
must socialize him into his own group as well* This does 
not mean that America must merely tolerate cultural di- 
(11) 
vergences; but that it must promote and encourage them*’’ 
Jewish Education in Relation to Americanism 
The conclusion at which we must, therefore, arrive is 
that Jewish educattion is essential if the American Jew is 
to make his Just contribution to the whole pattern of A- 
merican life* ’’Loyalty to America is not developed merely 
through the negative virtue of disloyalty to one’s ethnic 
(12) 
group*” Indeed, the Jew cannot, even if he would, dis¬ 
card overni^t his centuries-old traditions, and the ha¬ 
bits of life which those traditions and the common expe¬ 
riences of his people have conferred upon him. If his per¬ 
sonality is to be unthwarted and enriching to American so¬ 
ciety, he must, as an individual and through his group, 
continue to live in terms - modified, to be sure, by the 
influences of the total American environment - of his past 
social and cultural heritage* It is only thus that he can 
be an individual of dignity and proper human worth* And if 
he is to be on familiar terms with his past the most effec- 
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tive device lie can employ is - education* 
It is not, however, merely in the enriching and in¬ 
tegrating of personality that Jewish educsition acquires sig¬ 
nificance* In the field of character training leading to 
effective citizenship it has a further contribution to make* 
For Jewish education lays stress on ideals and loyalties 
per se* **The Jewish teacher has nothing to offer the Jewish 
child in terms of material or social advancement* He must 
stress values of life other than tangible ones* He must 
make the conscious adherence to loyalty and to duty the cen¬ 
tral attitudes in his teaching* His task is to instruct 
American Jewish children to be true to their Jewish obli¬ 
gations and responsibilities because they are obligations 
(13) 
and responsibilities*^ The extension of a sense of 
loyalty from the ethnic group to America itself is implicit 
in all Jewish education* 
But Jewish education has other and more immediately 
germane purposes to achieve - ends which only Jewish edu- 
catibn can attain* American education is largely non-re¬ 
ligious* ”The public schools ^erforc^ must be public* 
They dare not admit those personal preferences that are 
made the differentiating principles of parties and sects*” 
But although Jewish education is more than mere religious 
(14) 
education in the denominational sense, it teaches - except 
in schools guided by a conception of Jewish life as being 
secular only - aspects of religion which are peculiarly 
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Jewish and can only be taught competently in a Jewish school* 
It thus seeks to supplement public education with such know¬ 
ledge and experience which is generally regarded as vital to 
the complete education of the individual, and yet, in the 
framework of American education, can only be transmitted 
throu^ supplementary schools* For, as Kilpatrick has aptly 
put it, albeit in a somewhat other context, ♦♦mere school 
Q)ubli^ education cannot possibly suffice for the whole of 
(15) - 
life*^’ 
In sum then, it may well be said tliat Jewish schools 
are an expression - one of many, to be sure - of American 
cultural democracy at work* For the first Jews, like other 
groups, were attracted to America not merely for economic 
betterment, but to be able to secure that integrity for 
their persons which was denied them in European lands* 
Theyr. re^rded their coming here as the fruition of a dream, 
perhaps that very dream of which James Truslow Adams speaks 
so glowingly in the closing pages of his Epic of America* 
♦♦The American dream^* - the passage deserves qtuoting in full 
for sheer appositeness - ♦♦that has lured tens of millions 
of all nations to our shores in the past century has not 
been a dream of merely material plenty, though that has 
doubtless counted heavily* It has been much more than that* 
It has been a dream of being able to grow to fullest de¬ 
velopment as man and woman, unhampered by the barriers which 
had slowly been erected in-older civilizations, unrepressed 
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by social orders which had developed for the benefit of 
classes rather than for the simple hximan being of any and 
every class* And that dream has been realized more fully in 
actual life here than anywhere else, though very imper- 
(16) 
fectly even among ourselves*" 
Jewish Education in America Defined 
From the analysis of American Jewish life presented in 
the previous chapter, and from the aims and aspirations of 
Jewish education in terms of the American cultural democrat¬ 
ic ideals here described, it will be seen that no simple and 
single definition of Jewish education will suffice, to mgflte 
clear its nature and scope* It is not mere religious educa¬ 
tion but rather education into a unique and many-sided civi¬ 
lization* Its various aspects liave been well defined by Dr* 
Dushkin in this wise: 
"(1) Psychologioally* Jewish education is the process 
ep.riching the personality of American Jewish children, 
by transmitting to them the cultural heritage of the Jews, 
and by training them to share in the ezperiences of the 
Jewish people, both past and present* 
"(E) Sociologically* Jewish education has two meanings: 
(a) It is the tramsmission of group consciousness by 
Jewish fathers to their children, so as to preserve Jewish 
life. 
(b) It is the mental and social adjustment of the 
American Jewish children, so that by preserving Jhe values 
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of their people, they may he able to live the completest| 
and, at the same time, the most cooperative lives* 
♦♦(3) Religiously♦ Jewish education may he defined as 
the training of Jewish children to understand and obey 
the will of God as it has expressed itself in the history, 
(17) 
literature and laws of their people#*^ 
In the following chapters, when we turn our attention 
to the Jewish community of Buffalo proper, we shall con¬ 
sider it specifically in the light of its educational un¬ 
dertakings viewed in relation to the previous analyses* 
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CHAPTER THREE 
BUFFALO: THE CITY AND ITS JEWISH COMHOTTITY 
Althou^ the city of Buffalo lies within the geographic 
limits of the state of New York, it is not, essentially, 
an eastern city* Indeed in mmy respects it "is much more 
like the cities of Missouri, and Ohio and Michigein than 
Rochester*" Such is the recently expressed opinion of Carl 
Carmer, student of American folk-lore# "Buffalo," he goes 
on to say, "is a broad, gusty, powerful city# Only in a 
few old ways is it characteristic of the country that lies 
east of it# This sprawling, bustling town is no longer 
(1) 
upstate# Buffalo is the beginning of the Middle West#" 
(Italics our own) 
The Factors to Be Considered 
(1) Location: Even in an earlier day people were al¬ 
ready aware of certain special qualities which rendered 
Buffalo one of the cities of peculiar interest in America# 
What set it apart from the outset was its location. Situ¬ 
ated in a "strategic position at the easterly end of Lake 
(2) 
Erie" it was destined - particularly after the building 
of the Erie Canal - to be the focal point through whbh 
would pass all manner of traffic, commercial and human# 
New Englanders on their way westward and Westerners on 
their way to New York or New England would, as a matter of 
course, usually find it necessary and convenient to go by 
way of Buffalo# And it was but natural that from time to 
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time travelers in either direction should decide to tarry 
awhile and eventually, seeing its industrial and coimnercial 
possibilities, make Buffalo their permanent home* Thus from 
the first Buffalo became the meeting ground of early Ameri¬ 
can cultures - New York/New England and the West* 
That Buffalo has been conscious of its well-favored 
position there can be no doubt* ♦’Essentially,” wrote E* H* 
Severance, secretary of the Buffalo Historical Society, 
"Buffalo is the child of the Great Lakes...* The group of 
Middle States was largely settled by people who passed 
throu^ Buffalo as through a door, seeking new opportu- 
(3) 
nities.” And significantly enough, the Buffalo Year 
Book of 1920 bears the title: "Buffalo America’s Gateway 
(4) 
to and from the Great North West*" Again, Severance, 
writing in the civic section of this selfsame yearbook, 
gives the matter further stress. "The story of Buffalo is 
the story of a typical American town that owes its origin 
to the pioneer movement and to the development of trans¬ 
portation at the beginning of the nineteenth century* It 
owes its growth in the last half century chiefly to trans- 
(5) 
portation and to industrial development*" It must not 
be overlooked, too, that in becoming an industrial center, 
Buffalo has been aided to a large extent by its proximity 
to Niagara Falls and the relatively cheap electric power 
these supply* 
(2) The Ethnological Factor; This movement of men and 
goods to and fro has carried in its train a variety of in¬ 
fluences, social and cultural, as well as economic* This 
non 
phenomenon has been aptly described by Frederick J, Shepard 
^Buffalo is the eastermost of America’s western cities. Ly¬ 
ing upon the eastern edge of the vast plain that stretches 
from the Appalachians to the Rocky Mountains, she is. a 
western city in her physical aspects, in her rapid growth, 
in the general type of her industries, and in a certain 
frankness and ease of social intercourse; while her dis¬ 
tance of less than nine hours by rail from New York, the 
conservatism of her business methods, the New England 
origin o^ ancestry of most of her people who are not of 
foreign extraction, and her aspirations in letters and 
art equally entitle her to a place among eastern towns* 
Recognizing this intermediate position, geographically 
and socially, Buffalonians boast that they enjoy the ad¬ 
vantages of both Boston and Chicago, and the disadvantages 
(6) 
of neither*” 
(3) The Economic Factors A cursory perusal of the 
latest issue of the Buffalo city directory will suffice 
to indicate the variety in the pattern of her economic 
life. It is a city of commerce and diversified manufac¬ 
ture, It is also a center for all types of transportation 
- land, sea and air - as well as for grain, live-stock 
(7) 
and the iron industry. 
(4) Immigration; Because of the rapidity of the growth 
of its industries, Buffalo found its native supply of labor 
inadequate. It had to ,rely on immigrants to fill its needs* 
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One result of this situation is that ^^in the character 
of her population Buffalo has always been cosmopolitan* 
As early as 1821 immigrants from Germany began locating 
here* It was not, however, until 1848 and years immedi-* 
ately following that the great infliix of German-born 
people set in..** In 1880 it was estimated that the pop- 
ulatiDn of Buffalo was one-half German-born, or d^ 
sCendants of German-born parents. About that time, too, 
began the Polish migration. This has continued inter-* 
mittently to very recent years, so that Buffaloes Po¬ 
lish colony today C5-92CP is a very important part of 
her population, estimated at 135, 000* The city is said 
to contain more than 40, 000 Italians and has a consid¬ 
erable element of Greek and other Eastern European 
(8) 
peoples.” And writing in 1898, an anonymous historian . 
9) 
stated: ”The Irish element in Buffalo is also very large*” 
The population of Buffalo, by latest United States 
Census Bureau estimates, is about 600, 000, and it ranks as 
the thirteenth city in this country by virtue of that popu¬ 
lation. It includes foreigners and children of foreign-bom 
and mixed parents from all countries* Numerically the largest 
groups are Germans, Poles and Italians of whom there were, in 
round numbers, at the last federal census (1930) some 19, 000, 
27, 000, and 20, 000 respectively* Their children born here 
(10) 
number 60, 000 Poles, 60, 000 Germans and 32, 000 Italians. 
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(5) The Factor of Typicality; In most respects 
Buffalo is then a typical industrial American city* In-» 
deed it approximates in almost every detail the charac¬ 
teristics which determined the selection of "Middletown” 
hy the Lynds in their study of a relatively typical com¬ 
munity in the United States* (The Lynds emphatically 
caution against regarding Middletown as an outright ex¬ 
ample of a "typical” American cityj it is merely an ap¬ 
proximation since there is no completely "typical” citj^) 
The traits sought by the Lynds were "(1) A ten^erate 
climate* (2) A sufficiently rapid rate of growth to in¬ 
sure the presence of a plentiful assortment of growing 
pains accompanying contemporary social change# (3) 
industrial culture with modern high-speed machine pro¬ 
duction* (4) The absence of dominance of the city^s in¬ 
dustry by a single plant, i#e*, not a one-industry 
town# (5) A substantial local artistic life to balance 
its industrial activity, also a largely self-contained 
artistic life, e.g#, not that of a college town in 
which the college imports the community's music and 
lectures# (6) The absence of any outstanding peculi¬ 
arities or acute local problems which would mark it 
off from the mid-channel sort of American community# 
After further consideration, a seventh qualification 
was added? the city should, if possible, be in that 
(11) 
common-denominator of America, the Middle West#" 
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Wit h all the foregoing criteria Buffalo is in prac¬ 
tically full harmony* Where it deviates from the norms 
established by the Lynds - Middletown was a community of 
some 301 000 persons, having only a small foreign-born 
population - it is not that these factors represent a 
characteristic essential to a typical American city, but 
rather a group of special conditions necessitated by the 
goals sought by the Lynds in their particular study* It 
may therefore be said that on every essential head Buf¬ 
falo is, in the restricted sense of the word^ a typical 
American community. 
(6) Americanization: In a city where the foreign- 
born and their children are as numerous as they happen 
to be in Buffalo, the problem of Americanization is 
bound to arise* Earnest efforts have been made to ab¬ 
sorb such groups into American patterns of life* An or¬ 
ganization, which seems to have flourished in the sec¬ 
ond decade of this century, the Civic Education Asso¬ 
ciation of Erie County, New York, was particularly in¬ 
terested in the entei^prise* By publications, campaigns,‘ 
educational activities and the like it endeavored to 
1 
give stimulus and direction to the Americanization of 
the foreign element, and, simultaneously, to create 
among the native populace a sympathetic understanding 
for the difficulties which foreigi-born residents are 
often obliged to encounter* 
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In the ensuing excerpts from some of the pamphlets 
this organization published, the overtones of cultural 
pluralism are, it is interesting to note, rather more 
than implicit* To foster mutual sympathy and understand¬ 
ing the following plan was suggested as part of an Amer¬ 
icanization program: **A11 schools to honor with appro¬ 
priate exercises the heroes of Poland, Italy and other 
immigrant lands, the children being tau^t to appreciate 
the art, music and literature of the countrymen of their 
(IS) 
foreigi playmates*...*^ This stress on sympathetic 
appreciation of the cultural background and equipment of 
the foreign element received added force in the words 
of Edwin A# Rumball, General Secretary of the aforemen¬ 
tioned association: ’^he average immigrant ri^tly thinks 
that his language is just as good as ours* He does not 
enjoy seeing his children losing it and learning a tongue 
unknown to him* The intimate terms of the home and the 
deep significance of the terms of the church are dearer 
to him in his mother tongue than they could be in any 
other tongue*... America can lose nothing by showing 
generosity toward the culture of men and women who have 
given and will yet give much toward the America that is 
to be*..* America must meet these men emotionally as well 
as academically if she would make them love her* ” (I tali c s 
our own) 
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EXPLMATION OF MAP 
The heavy red lines indicate the approximte delimita 
tions of areas of concentration by the Jewish population* 
The estimated Jewish population within each of these 
areas (in 1938) is, as follows: 
Area of Jews 
Hamlin Park 4,431 
Hertel 4,781 
?/illiam St. 3,578 
Elmwood-Richmond 3.591 
Scattered in other 1,619 
parts of the City 
(Based on Map and Tables prepared by Dr. U. Z. Engel- 
man for his census of the Jewish population of Buffalo in 
1937-1938*) 
The numbers on the map, within the circles, indicate 
the location of the existing Jewish schools in the order 
of their establishment* 
Location 
School on Map 
1. Temple Beth SI, 153 Richmond Ave. K-i5 
2. Temple Beth Zion, 599 Delaware Ave. L-6 
3. Jewish Community Center 
Religious School, 398 Jefferson Ave. 0-9 
4. Buffalo Hebrew School, 323 Hickory St. N-8 
5. Congregation Ahavat Achim, 833 Fillmore Ave. M-11 
6* Temple Beth David, 626 Humboldt Parkway I-IO 
fo of total 
Jewish Population 
24*5 
26.6 
20*0 
19*9 
9.0 
-45b- 
Location 
School (continued) on Map 
7* Temple Emanu El, Colvin and Tacoma Aves. G-8 
8* Bureau of Jewish Education, 
(Gerrans Bldg.) Mala and Bagle Sts. 0-6 
9» Anshe Zedek School, 85 Saranac Ave# D—8 
10. Congregation Beth Abraham, 
1045 Elmwood Ave* H-6 
11. Congregation Ohel Jacob, 
492 E. Ferry St. J-10 
12. Workmen's Circle School, 
E* Ferry St and Jefferson Ave. J-9 
13. High School of the Bureau of 
Jewish Education, 277 Linwood Ave. K-7 
D
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The Jews of Buffalo 
1825-1880: In this city there reside today some 
(14) 
18, 000 Jews# They or their forbears come from every 
European land but the main sources from which the Jews of 
Buffalo stem are: Germany, Russia (Czarist), and Austro- 
and Russo-Poland# Of the three waves of Jewish immigra¬ 
tion mentioned in the first chapter the Spanish-Portu¬ 
gese never touched Buffalo# The city, therefore, bears 
no traces or influences of these Jews# Buffalo, which 
was founded in 1781, and had to endure the vicissitudes 
of frontier life and did not settle down to becoming an 
established community till after the War of 181S, had 
no contact with Jews till 18S5# 
There was at that time a prominent Jew in this coun- 
try, a politician, plasnffri^t and philanthropist, Morde- 
cai Manuel Noah# "Brought face to face with Jewish misery 
and rightlessness in most countries of the Old World, the 
thought had matured in him to transplant the Jews to Amer¬ 
ica* In 1825 he purchased a tract of land on Grand Island 
in the State of New York (in the Nia^ra River) and is¬ 
sued a manifesto to the Jews of the world to found a gov¬ 
ernment of their own in this refuge to which he gave the 
(15) 
name of Ararat#" The laying of the cornerstone, a 
gala affair, was held in a church in Buffalo# The grandi¬ 
ose scheme, however, never got any forwairder# The enter- 
prize fizzled out and was forgotten, but the corner stone 
still survives as the sole memento of Noah^s dream# It can 
(16) 
be seen on exhibit in the Buffalo Museum of History# 
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The first Jew to settle permanently in Buffalo seems 
(17) 
to have arrived in 1835# - Thereafter Jews continued 
coming and grew in number* Most of these early Jews were 
of German origin* The need for religious inspired them to 
organize communally* In 1847 the Jacobsohn Society was 
founded) its main object wasi visiting the sick and pro** 
viding for Jewish burial. It existed for five years* 
Meantime Jews now began to arrive from Russia and 
Poland. These varied in their life habits as well as in 
the mode of their worship from the Jews of German origin* 
Under their initiative the first synago^e in the city, 
Congregation Beth El (House of God), was established in 
1847* As the manner of worship followed by this group 
was not congenial to the German Jews, these latter organized 
their own congregation, Beth Zion (House of Zion)* ”This so¬ 
ciety,’' states the chronicler of early Buffalo Jewry, the 
Reverend Sampson Falk, ’’deserves special credit for the ^ct 
that by it peculiar regard was paid to the sacred duty de¬ 
volving upon Jewish parents of having their children in¬ 
structed in the religion of their fathersj the minister be¬ 
ing the school teacher, and receiving all the pecuniary in¬ 
come which this afforded, while the congregation furnished 
room and fuel free of charge*” 
Toward the beginning of the Civil War, Reform Judaism 
began to penetrate Buffalo and in 1863 a start toward a 
Reform congregation was made*-In 1864 Temple Beth Zion (Re- 
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form) was founded, and the older Congregation Beth Zion, 
consenting to merge with it, the institution was called 
’’Temple Beth Zion”. Membership to this latter organiza¬ 
tion was recruited, on the whole, from 'che ranks of the 
wealthier Jews* 
By 1875 various philanthropic societies had been 
formed and lodges organized. The origins of Buffalo Jews 
were by now highly diverse, including:’’English, French, 
Germans, Hollanders, Austrians, Hungarians, Polanders and 
Russians.” Their occupations were as varied as their origins* 
It is at once edifying and amusing to peruse the list sup- 
lied by the Reverend Falk. 
”Banker.•., 1 
Barber.1 
Butchers ^ 
Carpenter, 1 
Cattle Dealers, IS 
Cigar makers (retail), at least 16 
Ditto (Wholesale). 1 
Clothiers (retail) about, 18 
Clothing manufacturers (wholesale). 6 
Furnishing—goods dealer (wholesale', 1 
Hardware...., 1 
Insurance agent, 1 
Jewellers (wholesale), 5 
Metal dealers (wholesale), 5 
Milliners..., 3 
Ministers^.., 3 
Musician...., 1 
Piece goods (wholesale), 2 
R et ir ed mer chant s, 5 
Shoemaker.*•, 1 
Tailors....., dozens 
Teachers...*, 4 
Variety dealers (wholesale), 2.” 
While it was natural for Jews to associate to a great 
extent with their own “^"oups, it is by no means to be as- 
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Slimed that they held aloof from the community at large# On 
the contrary their economic intercourse and civic interest 
led them to mingle with various elements of the population 
and, in the course of their worship, to offer up prayer for 
the welfare of the community and the public authorities# 
(E) 1880">1910; The heaviest stream of Jewish immigra¬ 
tion to Buffalo occurred between the years 1881 and 1907, 
It was part of the tidal wave set in motion by the series 
of pogroms frequently peirpetrated upon the Jews by the Rus¬ 
sians in that peri ltd* Some 10, 000 Jews arrived in Buffalo 
(18) 
in that interval* They concentrated generally in that 
area of which William Street was the center and whose ap¬ 
proximate delimitations were Michigan Avenue and Jefferson 
Avenue, and Eagle St* and Broadway* 
These Jews usually set up as small shopkeepers and 
petty traders. Many took to peddling or Junk-dealing* Theirr 
early days were generally full of hardship but by dint of 
industry, enterprise and thrift many contrived to advance 
upward on the ladder of economic success* From these Jews 
was recruited the rank and file of orthodoxy* It was under 
their initiative that there was founded the orthodox syna¬ 
gogues which came to dot that area* Among these immigrants 
of Russo-Polish origin were to be found all shades of radi- 
(19) 
cals, some being former members of the Bund* Yiddish 
was the language all East-European Jews best knew and em¬ 
ployed in their daily intercourse* But they generally soon 
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aoquired a working knowledge of English and attempted to 
accomodate themselves to the American cultural climate* 
And what they failed to achieve to perfection in that re¬ 
spect, their children usually accomplished by becoming 
absorbed into their American milieu# Many of the civic 
and cultural leaders of Buffalo today are the products 
of such an early environment and experience# 
(3) 1911-1959; Gradually, however, this concentrated 
area of Jewish habitation began to thin out# As individuals 
prospered they began to move to the better neighborhoods in 
the city. From approximately 19EO and onward, new Jewish 
districts came into being# While Jews may be found in almost 
any part of the city, there are today four Jewish neighbor¬ 
hoods, so called, not because Jews are necessarily prepon¬ 
derant in them, but because they contain large clusters of 
Jewish inhabitants# These areas are: (1) the aforementioned 
William St# district; (E) Hamlin (or Humboldt) Parkj (3) 
Hertel Section; and (4) Richmond-Elmwood district# 
(4) Religious Groups: It is interesting to note that in 
respect of religious alignment each area has its outstanding 
complexion. Thus orthodoxy is represented in every area but 
its stronghold is the William Street district# Although Jews 
are continually leaving this area, it still has seven Ortho¬ 
dox synagogues# Hertel Section and Hamlin Park tend to af¬ 
filiate with Conservative Judaism. The Jews who live in 
these neighborhoods are, relatively speaking, economically 
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comfortable and - there is a certain irony in this situa¬ 
tion - the tendency among Jews who reach a certain (un¬ 
defined) level of economic security, if they be orthodox, 
is to gravitate to Conservatism* Should they happen to 
rise in the economic scale, they may remain loyal to 
their previous affiliations, or transfer their allegiance 
to Reform Judaism* The Richmond-Elmwood section is - on 
the whole - the wealthiest Jewish neigb.borhood and it is 
therefore not strange that this is the center of Reform 
Jewry* There exist today three Conservative Temples and 
one Reform Temple. Hamlin Park and Hertel Section have 
one Conservative Temple each, Beth (House of) David and 
Emanu El (God is with us), respectively; and Richmond- 
Elmwood section boasts one Conservative and one Reform 
Temple. The Conservative synagogue is called Beth El 
(House of God) and the Reform, Beth Zion (House of Zion). 
(20) 
The Jewish Schools 
(1) *»Eederation”: There are, besides religious insti¬ 
tutions, a number of other Jewish organizations, social^ 
cultural and/or philanthropic* Of outstanding interest here 
is the Buffalo Jewish Federation for Social Service, which 
subsidizes, among other things, a number of Jewish educa¬ 
tional undertakings* Indeed with the exception of the four 
schools maintained by the Conservative and Reform Temples, 
all the other seven schools receive a greater cr lesser 
measure of financial support from the Federation* 
(2) The Communal School? Having in mind the analysis 
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of the kinds of J^ewish school indicated in the first chap¬ 
ter, we find that there are in Buffalo today types of Jew¬ 
ish schools whose affiliation and character run the gamut 
of almost all of Jewish social and religious life# There is 
one school of the Talmud Torah (Study of Torah) communal 
type: the Buffalo Hebrew School, located in the William St* 
area, at 323 Hickory St* This school is maintained from 
funds derived in various ways from the community at large* 
The biggest part of its income is the annual allotment made 
it by Federation which contributes about sixty-five per 
cent of the school^s yearly budget* 
(3) The ♦^Bureau^^; The funds allotted by Federation for 
Talmud Torah and other Jewish educational enterprises are 
administered throu^ the Bureau of Jevvish Education, which, 
because of its position in the educational set-up and rela¬ 
tion to the schools in general, deserves to be considered 
at greater length in a subse(iuent chapter* 
(4) ]Gongrega't£-onal ■ S chop list MostiofuthelJowish schools 
iar: Buffalboare of thesCchgregatibhal. brt guasi'^^Qongregat |onal 
type* The schools maintained by the four Temples are full- 
fledged Congregational schools, whose financial support and 
ideological motivation stem directly from the separate, 
respective institutions* There are, besides, fQ\ir qua*i- 
Gongregatibnal schools, so named here, because they are 
only in part the financial charges of the institutions that 
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house them, receiving their funds in greater or lesser de-* 
gree from Federation through its subsidiary, the Bureau ocf 
Jewish Education* The guiding philosophy of their existence 
is, however, very similar to that of the Congregational 
schools* 
Belonging to this latter group are the Ahvath Achim 
(Brother 13^ I*ove)l School at 833 Fillmore Ave*; the Ohel 
Jacob (Tent of Jacob) School at 493 East Ferry St*; the 
Anshe Zedek (Men of Righteousness) School at 85 Saranac 
Ave*; the Bfith Abraham (HotfSe of Abraham) School at 104S 
Elmwood Ave* It is interesting to note that these schools 
are distributed among the four Jewish neighborhoods* The 
pupils attending these schools are either the children 
of members of the respective synagogues, or children whose 
parents cannot afford to pay membership fees ( which usu¬ 
ally include school tuition fees) and whose education is 
paid through scholarship grants by the Bureau of Jewish 
Education* 
, (5) The Yiddishist School; There exists also a school 
of the Yiddishist type - the Workmen’s Circle School, on 
East Ferry St* and Jefferson Ave* This school has recently 
become a ward of Federation on a basis similar to that of / 
the quasi-Congregational schools; that is, it receives a 
grant for each pupil getting free tuition in it* In accept¬ 
ing aid from Federation, the school had to modify the tra- 
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ditionali-Yiddisliist stand of opposition to Hebrew and to 
agree to these stipulations: (1) that Hebrew be introduced 
alongside of Yiddish in its currioulum, and (2) that in¬ 
struction concerning Jewish holidays be given added stress. 
(6) Sunday Schools: Althou^ almost all the schools 
conduct a Sunday School department as part of their pro¬ 
gram, these usually represent a minor, albeit anc impor¬ 
tant, interest. There are, however, two Sunday Schools 
which represent the full expression of formal educational 
effort of the institutions concerned. One is the JeYfish 
Coiamunity School, conducted at the Jewish Community Center 
Building (at 398 Jefferson Ave.), operating entirely on a 
budget granted by Federation throu^ the Bureau of Jewish 
Education. It is located in the heart of the William St. 
neighborhood. Tuition is free and admission is open to all 
Jews (and non-Jews, too, if any be willing to taJce advan*^ 
tage of the opportunity) throu^out the city. Naturally the 
greatest number of pupils are recruited from the immediate 
vicinity^ 
The second Sunday School is that which is under the 
auspices of the Reform Congregation, Temple Beth Zion. The 
pupils are chiefly the children of the membership and the 
school is financially a charge upon the Congregation. In 
the last year or two efforts have been made to introduce 
weekday Hebrew instruction. Classes are conducted two days 
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a week, on alternate days, after public school hours. Nu¬ 
merically the response to this latest effort has been small 
but the classes (at the present writing) are still being 
maintained. The whole undertaking is, however, so recent 
and so small, that Temple Beth Zion^s major educational or¬ 
bit must continue to be thought of in Sunday School terms. 
(7) Hi^er Jewish Education; It would not be possible 
to say that a full account of contemporary Buffalo Jewish 
schools had been presented if we were to omit mention of the 
Hi^ School which was launched this year. This is not the 
first time that Buffalo has had a Jewish Hi^ School. The 
experiment was made once before to establish one. For va¬ 
rious reasons it did not succeed. But a follow—throu^ 
school is needed for those students who exhaust the facili¬ 
ties and opportunities which the existing Jewish schools 
offer, so that they may pursue Jewish studies on a higher 
than elementary level. In an effort to answer this need the 
Bureau has opened a central Hebrew Hi^ School, housed in 
the building of the Young Men’s Hebrew Association, and 
meeting twice weekly on alternate days. The location, at 
277 Linwood Ave., is <iuite central, and pupils from all the 
Jewish schools in the city, who have already acQ.uired a 
foundation in Jewish subjects, are welcomed. The whole ef¬ 
fort is still in the experimental stage and it would be pre¬ 
mature to make any predictionsas to its ^iltimate future or 
0 ■ 
success. 
-se¬ 
cs) Adult Education; The Bureau also conduots classes 
for adults one evening a week, some twenty weeks during the 
autumn and winter of the year. This, enterprise goes by iihe 
rather grandiloquent title of ’’Tarbut (Culture) College of 
Jewish Studies.*^ The course of study is highly diversified, 
presumably in the attempt to appeal to a variety of inter¬ 
ests* There are lectures on Jewish history, Bible, subjects 
of current interest, Hebrew, literature etc. There is no 
fee. The courses are open to the entire adult Buffalo com¬ 
munity* Naturally the greatest number of students is re¬ 
cruited from the Jewish group* But non-Jews are also eligible 
to attend and many do actively participate in these clasaESs* 
From time to time non-Jewish lecturers are invited to give 
a course, particularly when they are people of standing in 
their field and are available at the time. The career of 
Tarbut has been a checkered one* It has had its periods of 
success - measured by the number of registrants - and peri¬ 
ods when, for various reasons, it has not been able to at¬ 
tract students in large numbers* But for about ten years 
now it has managed to endure and must be a recognized fac¬ 
tor in Buffalo Jewry’s educational undertakings* 
This survey merely presents those aspects of Jewish 
education which are communally organized and formal in their 
overt e35)ression* It does not include schools maintained 
throu^ private initiative and enterprise* Nor does it touch 
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on importaut but oollateral phases of Jev/ish eduoation, 
such as the activities conducted by the Jewish centers: 
the Jewish Conmunity and the Young Men*s and Young V/o- 
men’s Hebrew Association. Nor does it consider the work, 
also educational in its in5>lications, of various Zionist 
and fraternal organizations. For in the last analysts, 
in terms of financial outlay, effort, energy and overt 
and acknowledged achievement of purpose, In terms of 
communally concentrated interest and influence, the 
schools represent the official and maximum expression of 
Jewish educational effort. 
This then is, in sum, the whole educational equip¬ 
ment which Buffalo Jewry possesses and employs in its en¬ 
deavor to preserve for its posterity their Jewish identity. 
But it did not spring up in one ni^t. Its emergence was 
slow, evolutionary, paralleling the emergence of the com¬ 
munity itself in its present guise. It may be edifying to 
trace its development from its inception to its present sta¬ 
ges. It will be interesting to note the interplay of environ¬ 
mental conditions and American educational standards and 
methods with an educational system transplanted from abroad 
and lioary with tradition. 
The following chapters will be devoted to an account 
of the history of Jewish education in Buffalo to the extent 
that the available records and the memory of man can suc¬ 
ceed in bringing the story into the light of day. 
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ll.Lynd, Robert S* and Helen Merrel: Middletown; A Study 
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Co*, N* Y*, 1929, pp* 7-8* 
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12» ’’Americanization of Buffalo”, pamphlet (probably) issued 
in 1917 or 1918 by the Civic Education Association of 
Erie County, Y* 
13. Rumball, Edwin A.: ’’Participating Americans”, pamphlet 
(probably) issued in 1917 or 1918 bj^ the Civic Education 
tin Association of Erie County, N. Y. , pp. 11-13. See pp. 
8 and 9 with reference to a campaign for Americanization 
(1916-1917), in which Jewish synagogues cooperated with 
churches. The late Rabbi Louis J. Kopald of Temple Beth 
Zion was chairman of Mayor Fuhrman’ s Commission on Amer¬ 
icanization. 
14. This figure was given to me by Dr. U. Z. Engelman, a 
statistician, who conducted a thorough house-to-house 
census of the Jewish population of Buffalo in 1937. 
It is expected that the study will be published in the near 
future. No other city in the U. S. has had such a census 
of its Jewish population. The method usually employed 
is that of estimates based on certain known factors 
such as synagogue membership, attendance etc. 
15. Margolis, Max L. and Marx, Alexander; A History of the 
Jewish People. The Jewish Publication Society of America, 
Philadelphia, 1927, p. 649. 
16. Allen, Hon* Lewis F*: ’’Founding of the City of Ararat on 
Grand Island - By Mordecai M. Noah”, p^ablications of 
the Buffalo Historical Society, Vol. I, published by 
Bigelow Bros., 1879, pp. 305-328. 
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17* The source of information on the history of the Jews 
in Buffalo between 1835-1880 is derived from ”A His¬ 
tory of the Israelites in Buffalo” by Rev* Sampson 
Falk, in Publications of the Buffalo Historical So¬ 
ciety, Vol* I, pp* 289-304* 
18# Buffalo Express, May 16, 1909* 
19« The ”Bund” here referred to is the Jewish Socialist 
Party active in Russia in the first decade of the 
twentieth century* 
EO. The information on the Buffalo Jewish schools of today 
was derived from inquiries made by the writer of key 
men in Jewish education in that city, and from personal 
knowledge as well* Where possible, the information was 
checked by making similar Inquiries of more than one 
person and comparing the responses* These usually re¬ 
sulted in yielding information mutually substantiating; 
the degree of reliability is thus quite high* The main 
sources of information follow* Dr* U* Z* Engelman, Di¬ 
rector of the Bureau of Jewish Education; Mr* I* Lavenda^ 
Principal of the Buffalo Hebrew School; and Mr* S* 
Rosenberg, Educational Director of Temple Beth Zion* 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE BEaiNNINGS OF JEWISH EDUCATION IN BUFFALO: 1848-1900 
Having surveyed the history of the Jewish community 
of Buffalo, and having outlined its educational organiza*^ 
tions extant there today, we may now turn our glance back¬ 
wards and trace the progress of these institutions from 
their beginnings* Wherever possible, the story has been 
based upon primary sources, i*e*, the minutes of the various 
organizations and similar dociaments. Where such material 
was not available, recourse was had to newspapers, maga¬ 
zines, reports and pamphlets* Information was also gleaned 
from conferences with persons who were connected with the 
progress of Jewish education in Buffalo. 
The history of Jewish education in Buffalo may be di¬ 
vided, for convenience, into four phases: 
I. 1848-1900 
a* Beginnings of Jewish education: Temple Beth El 
and Temple Beth Zionj private tuition and the 
”Cheder” (literally, Roomj indicating a form 
of private school)* 
II* 1900-1920 
a* Beginning of communal (weekday and Sunday) schools* 
III. 1920-1950 
a. Shifting of the Jewish population; rise of Con¬ 
servative congregations and their schools; rise 
of the Yiddishist school. 
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IV* 1930-1940 
a* Era of the Bureau of Jeiwish Education 
1* Efforts by interested individuals to study 
Jewish educational problems in relation to 
the community as a whole 
2* The ’Survey* of Louis Hurwich 
3# Establishment of the Bureau as a project of 
the Jewish Federation for Social Service 
4* Talmud Torah, a ward of the Bureau 
5^ Extension to other areas; the establishment 
of small> quasi-Congregational schools* 
These dates are by no means representative of a hard 
and fast division of epochs and no attempt will be made to 
adhere to them rigidly* But they do indicate, in a general 
way, the approximate time in which the schools and move¬ 
ments here recorded, began and reached an important stage 
in their development* 
1848-1900 
The history of Jewish education in the nineteenth cen¬ 
tury is essentially the history of two schools, bothe of 
the Congregational type* Temple Beth El and Temple B&th 
Zion established their respective schools, almost immedi¬ 
ately after each congregation came into existence* Temple 
Beth El being the older, must be accorded prior consid¬ 
eration* 
To understand the developments that took place in 
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Jewish eduoatlon in this city; to have a better grasp of 
the changes which evolved in the outlook of the community 
upon Jewish education^ it will be worth while to tell the 
story of ifchese early schools with as much detail as the 
record will yield. For Jewish education did not stand still. 
There are undoubted differences in the character, training 
and qualifications of the teacher of today, and those of 
the teachers of former years. Subjects are included in the 
curriculum of a Jewish school now., which were undreamed of 
in the nineteenth century. Schooling takes place today in 
quarters far different from those employed in the past* 
And all these developments are merely the overt expression 
of new tendencies and currents of thou^t which from time 
to time arose in the community. While the feelings, atti¬ 
tudes and interest of the community in the first stages of 
its existence cannot be entirely recalled, they may, in part, 
at any rate, be gleaned from the records it left behind* in 
so far as it will be feasible, the record will be permitted 
to speak for itself. 
Temple Beth El; Its School 
This synagogue is the oldest religious institution in 
the Jewish community. The early record, as contained in its 
minutes, does not always give as much information about the 
school as could be desired* There is, thus, no statement as 
to a specific educational goal, no clear indication as to 
curriculum. Nevertheless it does establish the fact that in 
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the infancy of the congregation's life it had already foimd 
ed a school* The sjmagogue was organized in 1847, and the 
first mention of an educational undertaking is to be found 
in the minutes of May 7, 1848. From the fact that when the 
school met on a weekday it met after public school hours, 
it may be inferred that the school was regarded as supple¬ 
mentary to secular education. The record also throws some 
interesting li^t on the attainments over and above those 
of an ability to teach, that a teacher in those days had 
to bring to his work. 
(1) 
(1) The Teacher; In the minutes of May 7, 1848 it 
is stated that one "Mr. Ansel do give tuition to the chil¬ 
dren belonging to the Congregation in Hebrew twice a week 
namely on Sunday from 9 to IS and Wednesday from 4 to 7." 
Mr. Ansel must have been a man of some parts, for besides 
teaching he also acted as cantor, ritual slau^terer and - 
when the occasion required - as "mohel" (one who performs 
circumcision). Such a combination of functions in one per¬ 
son was not an isolated phenomenon in the mid-nineteenth 
century. On Feb. 6, 1849 it was moved "that we engage a 
Competent Person to fulfill the duties of Teacher, Col¬ 
lector and Shamash (sexton) at a salary not to exceed |150 
per Annum." On May 20 of that year (1849), a motion simi¬ 
lar to the preceding one was passed except that the salary 
was fixed at $200. It was further stipulated that the "e- 
lectee was to be under the control and auspices of the 
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Congregation. 
(2) Looation and Malntenanoet From its founding to 
1850 the Congregation met in rented quarters, but in that 
year the synagogue ^moved to a building, Tshlch had at va¬ 
rious times served as a school and Nazirite Church, lo¬ 
cated in the center of the block bounded by Main, Pearl, 
Eagle and Court Streets.♦♦ At this location the synagogue 
remained until the growing commercialization of the neigh¬ 
borhood led to the acquisition of a new site, on Elm St. 
between Eagle and North Division. In September, 1874 the 
new synagogue was dedicated and there the congregation re- 
(2) 
mained established until 1911. Throu{^out this period 
the school was evidently located within the synagogue 
building. 
To meet e33)enses incurred in conducting a school it 
waa voted (Dec. 17, 1848) to tax members wishing their 
children tau^t Hebrew. How big a sum was levied is not 
indicated. At the same meeting which decided to levy the 
tax, it was also voted to increase the time of instruction 
from two to three days a week. 
(3) Teacher Teniire: A most vexatious problem in those 
days was that of tenure. Teachers, it seems, did not hold 
their posts for long. Again and again the minutes of the 
Congregation refer to efforts to procure a teacher. The 
cause for this steady turnover in teaching personnel can 
only be conjectured. It may have been the dissatisfaction 
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of the Congregation with the teacher’s performance and the 
difficulty of engaging a teacher of desirable qualities to 
come to Buffalo, then a small community. Or it may be that 
each successive teacher’s hopes for an increasing emolument 
were disappointed, inclining him to go elsewhere. But the 
fact remains that, whatever the reason, the problem of teach- 
(2) 
er tenure was ever current. 
(4) School Quarters: Althou^ it has been stated that 
classes were conducted somewhere upon the synagogue’s prem¬ 
ises, it was evidently felt to be a compromise with neces¬ 
sity. The Congregation hoped for a time when it would be 
able to establish the school in a separate building. Men¬ 
tion of the matter occurs for the first time on Jan. 14, 
1866. ’’At a Special Meeting.... (Tit wa0 moved and sec¬ 
onded that we shall raise money to build a School House...” 
But the project did not materialize. Nearly three years 
(4) 
later the matter was still in the committee stage* 
There being no further mention of the project we must as¬ 
sume that it was eventually dropped. 
(5) Tuition gees and Gratis Pupils: Althou^ the 
school was maintained primarily for the children of mem¬ 
bers, non-members who could afford to do so could also 
send their children to the school, paying such fees as 
the school committee might see fit to levy. As for non- 
members whose circumstances did not permit the payment of 
a fee, it was ”Moved and Seconded to give Gratis order 
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for admittance to school to children - unable and proved 
(5) 
so by examination - to pay for same. 
(^) The School Committee and Community Interest: How 
much interest did the community then display in the affairs 
of the school and the teacher? There is, of course, no way 
of answering this question with any positive assertions* The 
only gauge we have is the occasional reports made by the 
school committee. This body - presumably - should reflect, 
in some measure, public feeling. 
The first mention of such a body is found in the min¬ 
utes of April 6, 1860 where it is stated that a school 
committee of three members was appointed. Its size was 
later augmented, but there is nowhere any mention of any 
specific limitation in its numerical composition. 
The very existence of a special committee to consider 
the problems arising from the conduct of the school may in 
itself betoken a degree of public interest. The committee's 
reports showed it, on the whole, tc be concerned about the 
progress of the school. At one meeting a *^Mr. A. Nathan 
reports that the primary class does not receive enou^ 
attention and recommends that the teacher be notified to 
improve same.*^ At this meeting it was also moved and sec¬ 
onded that members of the school committee visit the 
school every day (?l)> report progress at their next 
(6) 
meeting. 
A further evidence of,interest is the fact that 
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deserving pupils were accorded special recognition in the 
(7) 
shape of ^’prizes and presents to Scholars*** Also a two 
(8) 
week vacation period was granted to the teacher and pupils* 
This latter was a definite break with the traditional cus¬ 
tom which then did not countenance any cessation of Jewish 
studies the year round* 
(7) The School Committee as Supervisort The teacher*s 
powers were apparently under the scrutiny of the school 
committee, an(i controversies between the two were not un¬ 
known. Thus on March 11, 1883 it was **reported that the 
teacher did not satisfactorily teach the pupils, and did 
not obey the instructions as laid down by the School Com¬ 
mittee* The Rev* S^ Bauer stated that inasmuch as he was 
teacher he ought to have the right to use his own Judg¬ 
ment in properly keeping his school. However if his ideas 
did not agree with those of the school committee he would 
give way and abide by their rulings.** 
(8) Registration: It would perhaps render the story 
more complete if it could be ascertained how many pupils 
were enrolled at the school at any given time* But this 
information is almost entirely lacking. However, the fig¬ 
ures for the period between Feb* 16, 1879 and June £7, 
1880 are available and indicate that in that interval 
(9) 
some 35 to 40 children were in attendance* 
(9) Curriculum; As to what subjects were tau^t, the 
record is vague* It merely mentions one subject — the 
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teaching of Hebrew. But the following report card evidently 
in use in the school of Congregation Beth El by the 1890‘s 
gives us a clue to a more detailed curriculum then in vogue. 
RELIGIOUS SCHOOL, 
Congregation «Beth El” of Buffalo 
Report for month -189 
Name of Scholar —— 
Deportment--— 
Total no. of school days— 
No. of days present-- — 
No. of days late---—- 
No. of days absent-—— 
Hebrew Reading—--- 
” Translation-- 
” Religion--- 
” History-- 
Remarks- 
Teacher———- 
Parent- 
”Hebrew Reading^^^ probably refers to practice of reading 
of prayers in Hebrew; "Hebrew Translation” may refer to the 
study of the Bible by translation from the Hebrew original* 
Until 1911 when the Congregation moved into its pres¬ 
ent location, there were no radical changes in the policy 
and program of the school. The school was tom. the first a 
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weekday supplementary sciiool of the Congregational type. It 
seems to have later amplified the school week from three to 
five days, Monday to Thursday inclusive, and Sunday morning# 
On this latter morning the curriculum followed was the same 
as that on weekdays. The Sunday School as it exists today 
at Temple Beth El came later when the school moved to the 
building on Richmond Ave. But of this and other develop¬ 
ments more shall be said later. 
Temple Beth Zion 
The- school initiated by Temple Beth Zion was from the 
outset a Sxmday School. The objective of the school is ex¬ 
plicitly stated in a resolution passed in the very first 
days of the Templets existence. An entry in the minutes 
of Oct. 9, 1864 reads: ♦’Resolved: That for the religious 
education of our children we shall hold as a main object, 
the establishment of a school to instruct them in oxir holy 
(10) 
i^ligion.” 
(^) iQOQ-tion: In the beginning the school met some¬ 
where within the walls of the synagogue. For its first 
house of worship the Congregation, in 1864, acquired by 
purchase the Methodist Episcopal Church located on Niaga¬ 
ra St. just below Eagle St. For twenty-five years the Con¬ 
gregation met in those quarters for worship, and there it 
conducted its school. In 1890 the new Temple structure, 
located on Delaware Ave. between Allen and North Streets, 
was dedicated. But even in its new location classes were 
held on the premises of the Temple and it was not until 
1915 that the Temple Centre, housing the school, was 
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built on ground adjoing the Temple. 
(2) The Teacher; As with Beth El so with Beth Zion, 
its teacher had to be a man of some versatility* At a 
meeting held Nov. 13, 1864, it was ^^moved that if Mr. 
Schaner will make application to become Schochat (ritual 
slaughterer).....Teacher and bring necessary documents 
to prove his fitness his proposals shall be brought be¬ 
fore this Congregation.” Eventually as the school grew 
in numbers, it supplemented the paid teacher with a staff 
of voluntary assistant teachers, whose work was recog¬ 
nized by means of ”presentations” made at school festi- 
(11) 
vals. Precisely what form these presentations took - 
whether an honorarium or an article as a gift - cannot 
be determined. 
(3) The German Language Question: The early Jewish 
settlers in Buffalo were largely migrants from Germany. 
The membership of Temple Beth Zion in its early days 
included a numerous body of Jews of German origin. Their 
attachment to the German language was quite strong and 
for a time the matter of the teaching of German in the 
school was one of the burning and recrudescent questions 
of the day. At a meeting, April 4, 1869, ”on Motion it 
was Resolved to retain the teaching of the German lan¬ 
guage in our school.” But by September 1873 a new sen¬ 
timent had gained the ascendancy. On the 14th of that 
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montli it was "moved and seconded that the Resolution of 
the Special School Report to abolish the German language 
in our school be adopted." The motion was carried 21 to 
16. But the matter did not quite end here. On Sept. 20, 
1873 a petition was received from nine members asking 
for a reconsideration of the question. A week later 
(Sept. 28) a Special General Meeting was held to recon¬ 
sider the motion of abolition. A motion favoring aboli¬ 
tion was again made and carried. Thenceforth advocates 
of the German language cherished a lost cause. 
(4) Sunday School; Nowhere in the early records of 
Temple Beth Zion is there any express indication that 
its school was to be a Sunday School. That such a school 
was envisaged, however, seems to have been taken for 
granted. In any event, perhaps because it was felt that 
more time was needed for instruction, it was, yet in the 
early years "ordered.... that Wednesday be retained as 
(12) 
one of the school days.” (To this day ?/ednesday aft¬ 
er-noon is reserved at the Beth Zion school as a sup¬ 
plementary day of study for the confirmation class - the 
highest in the school.) 
(5) Rules and Regulations; As the school grew older 
it became evident that questions of policy and adminis¬ 
tration of all sorts could not be left to random and cir¬ 
cumstantial decision. Specific rules and regulations had 
to be drawn up covering the various details of school 
control. Certain of these rules had to be modified from 
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time to time as the occasion required. 
One of the first regulations relates to discipline. 
Children apparently being the same in every generation, 
their unruliness in the interval between their arrival and 
class time resulted in a regulation that one teacher was 
(13) 
to be present fifteen minutes before school opening time# 
One matter in particular exercised the minds of the 
members: what to do in the matter of admitting children of 
non-members. Regulations were laid down from time to time 
and on April 4, 1880 a Committee of Revision of Rules for 
admission of non-members* children issued a report. Its 
principle provisions were that non-members* children al¬ 
ready in the school be permitted to remain, children of 
parents unable to be members but who worship and attend 
Temple services be admitted to the school, but their num¬ 
ber must never exceed 20. Later, in the li^t of changing 
circumstances, these rules had to be modified. But it is 
in point to note here that the essential principle of ad¬ 
mitting to the school children of those who could not af¬ 
ford membership was never relinquished. 
(6) EnrolXm^ntt It Is of some interest to note the 
number of pupils enrolled in the school in the period un¬ 
der consideration (1864-1900); naturally the enrollment 
must have varied annually and the record does not furnish 
complete information. But occasionally the number of reg¬ 
istered pupils is given. Thus on Sept. 14, 1891 the school 
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was reported opened with 78 pupils in attendance as against 
108 in 1890. And on Oct. 28, 1895 there were 90 pupils of 
whom 32 were children of non-members. 
(*7) Supervision of the School; In accordance with a 
policy which seems to have been established early in Con¬ 
gregational schools - weekday and Sunday - the rabbi was 
expected to exercise a supervisory role in the functioning 
of the school. To him the school committee would turn for 
whatever information it desired about the school and it was 
also incumbent upon him to conduct the school in harmony 
with the rules and wishes of that body. On Jan. 31, 1895, a 
resolution was adopted by the committee asking Dr. Aaron 
{then rabbi) to furnish it a written report from each teaoh- 
er as to how many pupils were on the rollsj how many were 
children of members and how many of non-members; the aver¬ 
age attendance of each class; work to be covered; extent of 
progress; that Dr. Aaron as superintendent be asked to offer 
his opinion, based on observation and experience, as to how 
the Sunday School shall be conducted in the future and what 
improvements could be made; and that he hold meetings with 
the teachers to discuss matters pertaining to the school. 
(8) Curriculum; One result of the adoption of this res¬ 
olution was that Dr. Aaron submitted a curriculum to the 
committee. It indicates the scope of instruction as well as 
the gradation of subject matter then current. It is not en¬ 
tirely free from a certain vagueness; nevertheless it merits 
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scrutiny. The work is divided under three headings: Hebrew, 
history, and Judaism and ethics. 
Hebrew 
1st grade- Primer 
2nd grade- Reading (prayerbook) 
3rd grade- Translation of Evening Prayer 
4th grade- Translation of Morning Prayer 
History 
1st grade- Creation to Moses 
2nd grade- Moses to Kings 
3rd grade- Kings to end of Babylonian Period 
4th grade- Post-Biblical History 
Judaism. Ethics 
1st grade- Scriptural Questions 
2nd grade- Psalms and Religious Instruction 
3rd grade- Psalms and Dictated Instruction 
4th grade- Proverbs and Moral Lessons 
(14) 
On Sunday mornings - Services with a sermonette by Dr. Aaron 
(9) The Voice of the Teachers: From time to time the 
teachers made known their points of view too. On one occasion 
it was reported that they were of the opinion that the text¬ 
books then being used were not satisfactoryj they urged that 
an effort be made to procure better books. They also asked 
that reference books be made available to them. They also 
stated their decision to meet with the superintendent (rabbi) 
(IS) 
from time to time to discuss affairs of the school. 
This, then, is the story of Temple Beth Zion’s educa¬ 
tional efforts until the beginning of the present century. 
Whatever the limitations of a Sunday School, it may none- 
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theless be said tliat witiixn these limitations Temple Beth 
Zion was striving toward an ever iii5)roved school. As time 
went on, significant changes of policy occurred. These 
will be indicated subsequently. 
Private Teachers and the lUheder” (Private School) 
For those members of the Jewish community who had 
brou^t over with them from Europe notions of an intensive 
and extensive Jewish education, the curriculum of Temple 
Beth El^s school must have seemed very meager and that of 
Beth Zion entirely out of the question. For them and for 
such as were barred from enjoying the educational facilities 
of either school, whether by reason of distance or non-mem¬ 
bership, the only other alternatives were either the en¬ 
gagement of a private teacher to give tuition at the pupil^s 
home or - the "cheder”. 
The private teachers can be disposed of briefly. They 
were individuals of varying attainments who inserted in¬ 
struction at the home of the pupil at certain intervals 
during the week. The course of study varied, depending on 
teacher and pupil and parent demand. Where this latter was 
at a minimum, instruction was limited to the teaching o-f me¬ 
chanical reading of Hebrew with a view toward achieving a 
facile fluency in reciting daily prayers, supplemented by 
instruction in excerpts from the Pentateuch in Hebrew. Under 
happier auspices - where the teacher possessed requisite 
qualities of ability to instruct and the desired concom- 
mitant of knowledge; and the pupil was amenable to instruc- 
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tionj and the parents^ demands were more ambitious under 
such a combination of circumstances much more could be a- 
chieved* Then the minimum amount of instruction might be 
amplified to include wide selections from the Bible - 
particularly Pentateuch and Prophets - and, on occasion, 
some study of Talmudic literature* All these subjects the 
pupil would be taught from the original Hebrew texts, so 
that with knowledge of content came also knowledge of 
language* 
To what extent, precisely, private teachers were en¬ 
gaged in Buffalo in the previous century, there is no way 
of knowing. The best that may be conjectured is that the 
vogue did exist - the writer spoke with Buffalonians 
who received instruction through-»this medium - and, 
though in decreasing measure, still exists* 
The word **cheder’* (pronounce ^ as in G-erman doch) is 
Hebrew and means a room; from which we may correctly infer 
that it was the practice of the teacher to conduct the 
class in a room in his house* Today it is a disappearing 
phenomenon* But at one time the cheder had quite a vogue 
and in East-European lands (whence it was transplanted to 
the United States) it was for centuries almost the sole 
form of elementary and higher Jewish education* 
It is not in point to trace here in any detail the 
history of the cheder as a factor in Jewish education* A 
good account of it may be found in a previously referred 
to work, Dr* Gamoran’s Changing Conceptions in Jewish Ed- 
ucatlon^ For a parallel to it in the field of general ed- 
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ucation in modern times we mi^t refer to the Dame Schools 
which existed in England in the nineteenth century# 
Until the establishment of the Talmud Torah, the cheder 
conducted by a Mr# Diamond he is still alive, and though 
of advanced years, quite alert intellectually - was the 
chief a©urce of Jewish instruction for the children of 
those Jews who lived in the William St. area# It was eventu¬ 
ally located, after various changes of residence by Mr# 
Diamond, on Spring near William St#, and seems to have been 
touched by the influences working toward improving the 
cheder as an institution of instruction# The classes were 
conducted in a large room, well lit, and passably clean# It 
was furnished with a blackboard - not part of the standard 
equipment usually to be found in a cheder - and the pupils 
sat on long benches with a narrow slanting desk on which to 
rest their books# Discipline was maintained by stringent 
methods# Children were divided into classes# Each class met 
for about two hours daily, either from 4 to 6, or 6 to 8 P#M# 
The subjects taught were reading of Hebrew prayers and 
Pentateuch# The cheder suffered a temporary eclipse with 
the opening of the Talmud Torah, was revived for some years 
once again in 1909, moved to the western (Elmwood) section 
of the city in 19S0, and with the rise of the Congregational 
(16) 
schools, expired# 
Since then individual men have tried to launch a cheder 
but the existing schools have thorou^ly supplanted them# As 
a force in Jewish education the cheder is practically ex- 
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tinguistied# 
* * * JK * * * * its ;|c Jjc :|c * :(c stc ;*! 
Essentially then Jewish education in Buffalo in the 
nineteenth century was marked by Congregational enterprise* 
The community-wide effort did not get under way until the 
last decade of the century, when the Sisterhood of Zion 
founded a community Sxinday School and, somewhat later, the 
Talmud Torah was organized. Of these we shall tell in the 
following chapter. 
-^0- 
NCTES 
I. All references to Temple Beth El* s minutes were taken 
directly from the minute books of the Congregation. 
S* From a brief historical synopsis of Temple Beth El by 
its erstwhile Rabbi Reuben J. Magil, included in the 
souvenir program of the 91st Anniversary Ball of the 
Temple, 1938. 
3. See e.g., Ten^le Beth El*s minutes of Mar. 10, 1854; 
Apr. 8, 1860 and Apr. (?), 186a. Also Oct. 8, 1865. 
4. Minutes of Oct. £5 and Rov. 9, 1868. 
5. Minutes of Apr. 13, 1879. 
6. Minutes of May £5, 1879. 
7. Minutes of July 20, 1879. 
8. Minutes of Aug. 5, 1879. 
9. Minutes of June 27, 1880. 
10. All references of minutes of Temple Beth Zion up to 
1890 are those of the Congregation proper; those after 
that date are taken from the minutes of the School 
Committee. 
II. Minutes of Dec. 3, 1871. 
12. Minutes of Oct. 16, 1870. 
13. Minutes of Oct. 1, 1878. 
14. Minutes of May 22, 1895. 
15. Minutes of Nov. 9, 1896. 
16. Information on private teachers was gleaned from con¬ 
versations with Buffalonian Jews who received private 
tuition. On the **cheder** information was obtained from 
one-time pupils and from Mr. Diamond who conducted the 
cheder. 
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CHAPTER FIYE 
TWENTIETH CENTURY DE7EL0PMENTS: The Rise of 
the Communal School 
The first organized educational efforts of Buffalo 
Jewry were, as has been indicated, confined tc Congrega¬ 
tional enterprise* However, toward the close of the nine¬ 
teenth century, new currents began to be discernible* 
Jews were coming to feel that their responsibilities 
could not be canalized into the narrow confines of Con¬ 
gregational interests alone* 
Jewish communal activity is not the outcome of mere 
random philanthropic motivation* It is grounded in a def¬ 
inite principle which is imbedded in J^ish life itself* 
"All Jews," runs a maxim in the Talmud, "have a mutual re- 
(1) 
sponsibility to each other*" It is this ancient aphorism, 
among other things, that impels Jews to assume the often on¬ 
erous burden of communal undertakings wherever a Jewish com¬ 
munity exists* 
In the educational field in Buffalo this wider-than- 
parochial interest first found practical expression toward 
the end of the nineteenth century. And it led to the estab¬ 
lishment of the Jewish Community Religious School* 
The Jewish Community Religious School 
(1) Aim; This school is a Sunday School. It is rather 
unique in that where Sunday schools are usually an integral 
part of a congregation, it is not directly affiliated with 
any such organization* As the result of a fire which oc¬ 
curred some years ago, the early records of this school and 
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its progenitressj the Sisterhood of Zion^ were destroyed# 
But the following statement in the Buffalo Jewish Review 
epitomizes what must have been the motives and aims which 
led to the establishment of the school. "About 25 years 
ago (1896) a group of Jewish women known as the ’Daughters 
of the Star’ and ’The Sisterhood of Zion’ realized that 
the spiritual education of the majority of the Jewish 
children on the east side of the city (the William St# 
area) was being sadly neglected# Year after year boys and 
girls were growing up with scarce an idea of Judaism end 
the Jew’s place in the world# These farsighted and con¬ 
scientious women knew that if something were not done to 
remedy this threatening evil, in years to come the ethical 
and moral standards of the Jews would become demoralized, 
and instead of winning the respect and approbation of their 
neighbors, the Jews would be scorned and treated with con- 
(2) 
teiiQ)t 
(2) ‘^he Sisterhood of Zion; This organization was 
founded on Aug. 16, 1891j by Dr* Israel Aaron, then rabbi 
of Temple Beth Zion (Reform)# The broad aim of the group - 
whose Reform background should be borne in mind - was 
philanthropy and uplift work among the economically less- 
favored Jews of the east side# Its interests were numerous 
and included, besides the religious school, kindergarten 
classes, classes in sewing, dancing^dramatics, the ac- 
<iuirement of social graces and the ISke# 
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The first looation In whioh the Sisterhood carried on 
its activities was a rented house on Walnut St.; it came 
to be known as the Home. In 1898. a transfer was inade to 
Spring St. A year later a house at 456 Jefferson Ave. was 
purchased. After three years the Sisterhood, under the 
pressure of its expanding activities and the increasing 
number of people taking advantage of its facilities, re¬ 
built the Home - which had come by now to be known as Zion 
House - to meet the growing needs. By 1911 the remodelled 
Home was proving inadequate and it resulted in the erec¬ 
tion of the present Jewish Community Center Buildins at 
(3) 
406 Jefferson Ave# In 1913 the new building was com¬ 
pleted and all activities transferred to it. 
In its early days the Sisterhood assumed financial 
obligation for the maintenance of the school. It raised 
funds throu^ moubership dues and various undertakings. 
Eventually the ex5)enses of the Sisterhood - which was one 
of the nuclear organizations from which the Jewish Federa¬ 
tion for Social Service developed - were taken over by the 
Federation. But the welfare of the school and the Commu¬ 
nity Center as a whole continued to be the main concern of 
{*) 
the Sisterhood. 
{*) 
(3) The School in Its Early Years; As has been in¬ 
dicated, it is well to remember that, the school, launched 
about 1896 as one phase of a settlement venture, was spon¬ 
sored, in the main, by Jews from Temple Beth Zion. Hence 
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the viewpoint in the first days must have been largely Re¬ 
form. The curriculum included the usual Sunday School 
staples: Bible study, ethics, hymns, history. This latter 
subject had as its terminal date, 1492, the year of the ex¬ 
pulsion of the Jews from Spain. No attempt was made to 
teach modern history. A textbook was used which employed 
the device of pointing each lesson with a moral. The teach¬ 
ing staff consisted of volunteers; but at times, when 
teachers were sent to attend conventions, their expenses 
were paid by the school* 
To foster Americanism was an implicit aim of the 
school and to that end an assembly was held on the Sunday 
between Lincoln's and Washington’s birthdays. The program 
consisted of patriotic exercises and the children were 
presented with flags, sang songs and were addressed by a 
speaker on apatriotic theme* The speaker was often non- 
Jewish. This was intended to show the common bond of A- 
mericanism which cuts athwart religious lines. 
(4) The Administration of Samuel Harris; The super¬ 
vision of the school was lodged in the hands of men of 
good will who gave volvintarily of their time and energy 
to the welfare of the school. Bearing in mind that these 
men had no special training for this type of work, it must 
be conceded that they did commendably well. From 1896 to 
1909 the supervision passed into several hands. But in 
1909 Samuel J. Harris (presently a member of the Appelate 
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Division of the Court of New York) became supervisor. He 
held the post until 1925. Under his direction the school 
moved forward. 
His first concern was to improve attendance, which, 
when he came, showed wide discrepancies in comparison to 
registration. Thus in his report after the first year of his 
incumbency, he pointed out that the registration numbered 
275 but that only 110 pupils attended in the first month 
(Sept. 1910). He recommended that efforts be made to secure 
(4) 
the best facilities in rooms, teachers, books and methods. 
Himself a volunteer, Harris nevertheless realized 
that, in view of the extent and complexity of Jewish subject 
matter, trained teachers were necessary; and these were sel-* 
dom available from the ranks of volunteer teachers. Toward 
the end of his tenure he had succeeded in introducing a paid 
teacher system. He was moreover aware of his own shortcom¬ 
ings as an educator, and in his last years at the school, 
instituted a system of supervisors - professional teachers, 
who were presumably well grounded in pedagogy and could 
therefore assist the teachers* 
In a file at the Community Center there is a copy Of a 
resolution drawn up in honor of Mr. Harris. It is not dated* 
Its contents leave no doubt that his efforts were appreci¬ 
ated. V/hen he assumed his post - runs the gist of the reso¬ 
lution - the attendance was small. Under him and due to his 
ability the school outgrew its quarters and when larger 
rooms were provided the school grew to outstrip even them* 
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As to the value of the school, the resolution has this to 
say: "The beneficial results which this school has brou^t 
to the Jewish coiEinuaitiT- are self-apparent• Better children, 
better young men and women, better citizenship, are natural 
resultants." 
(5) Under Jacob Tick; When Mr. Harris relinquished 
the post of superintendent in 1925, he was succeeded by Ja¬ 
cob Tick. Under him the school made further strides for¬ 
ward. His incumbency marked the coming of age of the school. 
He began to keep cumulative records and other administrative 
appurtenances: teachers* reports, lesson plans, report 
cards. He gave special attention to the staff. When vacan¬ 
cies occurred in the faculty he tried to replace them with 
trained teachers (i.e., recruited from the public school). 
The curriculum in vogue under Mr. Harris was carried 
over into Tick’s regime. But toward the latter part of 
his superintendency he introduced certain changes. The 
ceremony of graduation had been instituted by Mr. Harris; 
Tick continued the ceremony but added to it the granting 
of diplomas. He also attempted a post-graduate class. Its 
purpose, however, appears to have been more to impart so¬ 
cial polish than Jewish content. Its life span was short; 
it lasted only two years. 
Of more significance was the change in outlook which 
these latter years witnessed, resulting in a concommitant 
modification in curriculum. Whereas the school had been 
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hitherto animated - not formally, to he sure, hut in effect 
hy a Reform attitude: which is tantamount to saying that 
its outlook was non-national: it now began to veer toward a 
nationalistic approach. The new standpoint was manifested 
by the institution of special programs and assemblies for 
^ 5 ) / Q 
Chanukah (Feast of Dedication^ and Purim (Feast of Lots)* 
These assemblies would first be held with the children and 
then the program would be repeated in the evening for the 
parents. These celebrations became an annual social event 
in the community. 
There were further changes in emphasia. History, which 
had been taught up to the ezp)ulsion of the Jews from Spain 
in 1492, was now taught right down to our own times. Newer 
and more modern text books were introduced. A leaning 
toward Zionism was manifested by the teaching of Pales¬ 
tinian songs. 
Toward the end of Mr. Tick’s administration, the 
school entered upon a new phase of its existenceJ in 1932 
it became a constituent of the Bureau of Jewish Education. 
The significance of this development will be treated in 
the following chapter. 
The Buffalo Hebrew School (Talmud Torah) 
Beginnings: Until 1904 there existed no communal, 
Jewish weekday school in Buffalo. The William St. area, in 
which was settled the largest, preponderatcly Orthodox 
Jewish group, contained a ’’cheder” and private teachers 
(see end of Chap. IIT). But it was patent that neither ar- 
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rangeraent was adeq^uate or satisfactory* In response to the 
felt need for a school thsit should provide a more ample. 
Orthodox Jewish education, a number of community-minded 
individuals, in 1904, established the Talmud Torah (known 
in English as the Buffalo Hebrew School but generally re¬ 
ferred to by its Hebrew name) at 523 Hickory St* in a 
roomy building* The school has never changed its location* 
The parents were responsive from the first* The en¬ 
rollment - there are few recorded figures available - as 
reported by former pupils, who attended classes in those 
early days, reached between two-and three hundred pupils# 
(7) 
Until 1930 this figure was fairly constant* 
The first principal of the school was a Mr. Blumenthal , 
a man who seems to have had the power to attract young 
people to him* He had a staff of three teachers* To popu¬ 
larize and publicize the school he employed various de¬ 
vices - meetings, clubs and other means of making the com¬ 
munity aware of the school^s existence. When he left in 
1908, he was succeeded by various men in turn - who did not, 
however, retain their post long. The next principal to hold 
the position for a considerable period of time was JiEr* Eph¬ 
raim Lesitzky, who came to the school in 1912 and staid for 
(8) 
four years. 
(9) 
(2) EinancinR; The school was supported financially 
by various methods. There was a dues-paying membership re¬ 
cruited from the Jewish community at large* Besides there 
was an income from tuition fees, paid by the parents of 
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pupils who could afford the outlay# (Pupils whose parents 
were not in a position to pay the fee were granted tuition 
gratis#) 
A further means of financing the school was found in 
the form of a species of voluntary communal tax# For every 
fowl that was ritually slau^tered, two cents were paid to 
the ”shochet^^, (slaughterer), who turned over sums collected 
in this wise to the school. It is estimated that from this 
source an income of approximately three thousand dollars a 
year was derived# This tax was levied by every shochet 
throughout every district in the city# Thus, thou^ the Tal-^ 
mud Torah was located in the William St# nei^borhood, it 
was a financial responsibility of the entire community# 
Another fund-raising device was the sale of ”matzo” 
(unleavened bread) before and during the Passover season# 
With the goodwill of the community the Talmud Torah come to 
exercise a monopoly over the sale and distribution of this 
commodity and realized thereby an additional annual income 
of some fifteen hundred dollars # 
Yet another method in vogue in the early days'of the 
school was the fair and bazaar held annually on the Tal¬ 
mud Torah’s premises# Additional revenue was derived from 
this source# 
(3) Language of Instruction; English has been for many 
years, and still is to this day, the language of instruc¬ 
tion* But in its early days, there was considerable shifting 
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between English and Yiddish, now the one, now the other be¬ 
ing established by the Board of Directors. These changes 
apparently were instituted without too much reflection - 
either at the whim of a member of,the Board or by wish of 
(10) 
the principal of the day* . That this situation was un¬ 
healthy and harmful to the stability of the school and its 
pupils, the Board eventually came to recognize; and it 
incorporated its views on the matter in a Declaration of 
(11) 
Principle, framed by its Board of Education* Although 
this document was drafted about ten years after the estab¬ 
lishment of the Talmud Torah, it no doubt e25)resses the 
aim of the school from its inception* 
(4) Aims.: The Declaration of Principles follows. It 
is not strong in specific proposals, although that 
one of its avowed intentions. But the general spirit 
which animates it is clear beyond all dubiety* Unlike the 
minutes of the Board of Directors which are kept in English 
this document is engrossed into the record in Yiddish. (The 
translation is that of the present writer.) 
”We, the Board of Education of the Buffalo Hebrew 
School, having regard for the status of the Talmud Torah, 
.moreover, having regard for the fact that every change 
of principal involves a change in system resulting in a loss 
of previous achievement, to the detriment of the pupils and 
the good name of the school; - Therefore let it be resolved, 
once and for all, to make clear the goal and purpose of the 
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education of the pupils of the Talmud Torah and also to lay 
down along clear lines a course of study so that should a 
new principal or teacher he engaged he will know what are 
our requirements and what we aim at to the end that the pu¬ 
pils progress rather than - regress, 
”The one purpose of our Talmud Torah is to raise our 
children, sons and daughters, in a Jewish and fully Ortho¬ 
dox rejiigious way* All that they learn shall be so taught 
that they may grow up to be honest, religious and God-fear¬ 
ing folk; that they may understand and love the Jewish 
people and the Jewish religion. 
”They should know all Jewish traditions and customs* 
’’They should love and cherish the Jewish faith and 
take pride in their Jewish antecedents* 
’’They should also know and understand the order- of the 
prayers and Jewish customs and ceremonies of the year round; 
so that when they enter the synagogue they shall feel quite 
at ease therein. 
’’And no matter wheresoever they may find themselves, 
they should have the llnowledge requisite to a dignified 
defence of the Jewish people and Jewish faith*” 
As to the language issue, the Declaration recognizes 
the circumstantial necessity for carrying on instruction in 
English* Yet it would not like to see Yiddish regarded as 
an utterly prohibited commodity in the school for ”it is 
(12) 
very desirable that a Jewish child be familiar with it*” 
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P^riculumi At first classes met six days a 
week, Monday through Saturday, for about two hours daily# 
(Monday to Friday they met after public school hours#) 
Later the class on Saturday was discontinued. The subjects 
tau^t were Hebrew prayers and the Bible in Hebrew# There 
was no recognized "terminus ad quern" for the studies. Pupils 
simply attended until they exhausted all the possibilities 
of the school; or until they grew too old to attend or until 
they lost interest, and then merely dropped out# It was not 
till late in the 1920’s that a limit was put upon attendance 
with a formal graduation as a goal# 
(6) Affiliation with Federation; In 1921 agitation was 
begun to induae the Buffalo Hebrew School to affiliate with 
the Jewish Federation for Social Service (the agency for col¬ 
lective Je\r;ish philanthropy in Buffalo). Many obstacles 
stood in the way of such an affiliation. But the biggest was 
the fear of the school’s directorate that the orthodoxy 
which the Talmud Torah stood for might in some way be jeop¬ 
ardized. Federation was to some extent in the hands of He- 
(14) 
form Jews. 
The matter proceeded slowly. Two years later it )iad* 
reached a point where a committee was appointed to inves- 
(15) 
tigate and report on affiliation with Federation. . Al¬ 
most another year went by before the amalganiation actually 
occurred. On Nov# 10, 1924, "Mr. Charles Polakoff reported 
that at a meeting of the Board of Governors of the Jewish 
Federation it was decided that the sum of 10, 000 dollars 
shall be given toward the amalgamation of same, with the 
understanding not to interfere with the educational super¬ 
vision of the school, and upon this report it was unani¬ 
mously decided to accept the proposition of the Jewish 
Tj, _ . . . (16) 
Federatiisn regarding the amalgamation#”^ 
This affiliation with Federation had two ooncommitant 
results: (1) Tuition fees were abolished. (E) It paved the 
way for the absorption of the Talmud Torah into the orbit 
of the Bureau when that organization was established in 
1930# From then on the fortunes of the school became close¬ 
ly bound up with those of the Bureau and its later progress 
must therefore be considered in relation to the Bureau, 
with which the next chapter will deal. 
* Jjc 4: ******** jf: s|c sfj sjc >ic * * Jjc ;1C 5*: j|o|< 5ic ^ Jfc ;|c 
It is thus apparent that the first two decades of the 
present century witnessed a manifestation of communal enter- 
prize in education. It is of some interest that thereby two 
extremes of Jewish religious life - Ortliodox (Talmud Torah) 
and Reform (Community Center School) were brought into 'jtix- 
taposition. And as both converged upon the selfsame area - 
William St# - it may well be that herein lies the e25)lana- 
tion of the institution of a Sunday School in the Talmud 
Torah itself# 
(*) 
The Sunday School of the Talmud Torah 
No one seems to know exactly when this school was or- 
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ganized* It is quite certain, though, that it was estab- 
(17) 
lished in the early days of the Talniud Torah^s existence* 
The purpose of its founding is also not quite clear* There 
are at least two schools of thought on the matter. One has 
it that it owes its existence to the fact that the Community 
Center school alone could not accomodate all the children of 
the neighborhood, and another school was a sheer spatial ne*^ 
cessity. The other school of thou^t states i1fcs case on ideo¬ 
logical grounds* It suggests that the Reform sponsorship flitd 
philanthropic ori^n of the Community Center school tended 
to make it somewhat suspect to the Orthodox parents, and 
thus led to the establishment of the Talmud Torah Sunday 
School. 
Be that as it may, this school existed till ab^ut 1929* 
At its hei^t (1920-1927) it had a putative enrollment of a- 
bout 300 pupils* Its curriculum laid special stress upon Or¬ 
thodox religious instruction* Its financial obligations were 
met by the Talmud Torah* At the annual closing of the school 
deserving pupils were given awards. From all reports, the 
school enjoyed a considerable degree of popularity in the 
neighborhood. 
In 1929 the Sunday School was discontinued. The Jewish 
population had been steadily leaving for other parts of the 
oity, and it was felt tlaat the Community Center school - 
which had meantime begun to lose its Reform aspect - was 
adequate to the needs of the area* 
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Coiigregatifi)nal Schools: New and Old 
Although the early part of the period under considera¬ 
tion (1900-1920) was characterized chiefly by communal ef¬ 
fort, it was not entirely devoid of new Congregational 
initiative* 
cated on Fillmore Ave* near Broadway - in the heart of the 
Polish business district and on the fringe of the V/illiam 
St. area - this Congregation had first granted part of its 
premises (circa 1900) to Mr. Diamond (see Chap. lY) who con¬ 
ducted a private school there. But in 1910 the Congregation 
remodelled its building and took over the conduct of the 
school. It employed two teachers and had an enrollment of 
some 60 pupils. The expenses incurred in the maintenance of 
the school were met from the tuition fees paid by the pupils; 
and when the income from this source was insufficient, the 
Congregation covered the deficit. 
In 1913 a new synagogue building, almost adjacent to 
the old one, was erected, and the school was housed in the 
chapel of the new building. But by then the shift of the 
Jewish inhabitants from the vicinity had begun, resulting 
in a diminshing enrollment. Thenceforth the school employed 
only one teacher* It had to struggle to meet the financial 
outlays and was ultimately compelled to turn for aid to the 
Talmud Torah, which answered the appeal by constituting the 
(18) 
needy school a branch of iibs own* 
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This arrangement lasted till 1920 when the Talmud To¬ 
rah decided to discontinue its assistance to the Fillmore 
Ave. school as "most of the pupils of that Branch are chil¬ 
dren of Parents who are able enou^ to support a teacher 
witliout any necessity to be a burden on the cominunity* 
Subsequently the Talmud Torah was again appealed to Tor aid> 
which it granted* But by then (1929) both the Talmud Torah 
and the Fillmore Ave* school had been drawn into the orbit 
of Federation and thereafter^ of the Bureau* 
(2.) Congregation Beth £1: With the dedication of its 
new building on Richmond Ave* and the installation of Dr. 
J* H* Landau as its rabbi, in 1911, the Beth El school was 
launched on a new basis, having a Sunday as well as a week¬ 
day school* Dr* Landau stood in a dual relationship to the 
school* He was its superintendent and, in addition, had 
charge of the confirmation class on Sundays and taught He¬ 
brew in the weekday school* 
By June 1911, the Sunday School had 176 pupils who 
were divided into five classes. Teachers were evidently 
volunteer workers* The weekday school had a more modest 
(20) 
registration of about 40 pupils* 
There may have been some opposition to Dr* Landau 
who manifested Reform tendencies* It had always been, and 
still is, the pride of this Congregation that it is the 
(21) 
"steadfast champion of traditional Judaism." In 1915 
Rabbi Drob, whose leanings were definitely "traditional”. 
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became the spiritual leader of the Congregation* He endeav¬ 
ored to lay the foundations for a more traditional course 
of study than had apparently been given by his predecessor* 
Prayers and the Hebrew language and Pentateuch were included* 
The school grew in numbers. As time went on and new rabbis 
took over the school each in turn made his own impress. Each 
had his pet ideas for making the school more attractive and 
(*) 
the teaching more effective. 
In recent years the school has had to adopt an involved 
schedule of attendance in its weekday school, whereby some 
classes come twice a week, some three and some four days a 
week. This was caused by the fact that many pupils who lived 
at a great distance from the school found attendance four 
days a week a difficulty. The result was that pupils were 
dropping out of the school. The revised schedule - now in 
(22) 
vogue - was designed to remedy this situation. 
(3) Temple Beth Zion: To make its Sunday School a more 
effective institution was one of the prime endeavors of this 
Temple. Its School Committee drew up various regulations at 
different times with this view in mind. To advise the parents 
of their children's work and punctuality it ordered that re- 
(23) 
ports be sent out monthly. It also drew up a schedule of 
compensation for teachers providing for annual increases up 
to a stated maximum, which was reached after seven years of 
(24) 
service with the school. A comprehensive body of rules 
governing practically every phase of the conduct of the 
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school was drafted, covering administration, promotion of 
pupils, a uniform system of marking, discipline and other 
(25) 
pertinent matters* 
One of the problems which exercised the minds of the 
committee was that of Hebrew instruction (which in Beth 
Zion then meant learning the translation of short Hebrew 
prayers). Should it be optional, compulsory or abolished? 
After protracted consideration of the problem (from 1911 
to 1915) a compromise was reached whereby the teaching of 
the subject was abolished on Sunday; but instruction in 
(26) 
Hebrew was to be provided on an optional basis. To 
that end. Rabbi Kopald was meantime working on a plan for 
voluntary instruction which he later submitted; the schedule 
he drew up utilized Saturday mornings, the hour between 9 
and 10 on Sunday mornings (just preceding the beginning of 
regular classes on that day) and an hour on Wednesday af— 
(27) 
ternoons, for that purpose. 
To improve teaching efficiency a training school with 
courses in the psychology of education under a Miss Adele 
(28) 
Land was established in 19E3. It was decided ”that 
those of the faculty who would enter this training school 
and successfully grasp the work would receive remuneration 
(^ ) 
in accordance with their ultimate increased efficiency.” 
In general it was felt that to attract good teachers and 
insure a greater degree of permanence in the staff, better 
(29) 
salaries must be paid. 
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Two significant steps were taken by Temple Betb. Zion 
before 1930. One was that steps were begun leading to the 
reestablishment of Hebrew as an integral part of the cur- 
(30) 
rioulum. The other was the creation of the post of ed¬ 
ucational director. A recommendation was made to the Board 
of Trustees *'that a graduate, trained or experienced prin¬ 
cipal be secured to give full time to our religious school 
and other Temple activities at a salary not to exceed 
(31) 
four thousand dollars per annum. Unanimously carried.” 
The Board quite patently acted favorably on the recom¬ 
mendation and engaged a Mr. Bernard Fischlowitz who held 
the post for two or three years. 
In 1935 Mr. Samuel Rosenberg became educational di¬ 
rector. Under him the school went further in the matter of 
Heb'^'ew instruction than it had hitherto. Besides the He¬ 
brew classes which were conducted on Sunday mornings as 
part of the regular Sunday School program, a two-day-a- 
week school was instituted in 1938 for those who wanted to 
receive additional instruction in Hebrew. It was a very 
modest - but for Temple Beth Zion, a very novel - venture, 
with a small enrollment of 40 pupils (as against 472 on 
(32) 
Sunday). A further step was the development of a post¬ 
graduate class, which had been contemplated even before the 
(33) 
coming of lir. Rosenberg. Under him, however, the pro¬ 
gram was actually implemented. 
;<c sfc :<< ;ic>|e >j< >i< 5f: >i< jjc ;jc J|< ^ ^ 
It has already been indicated that from (circa) 1912 
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and onward, the Jewish population which studded the William 
St. district began to move to new areas within the city. In 
the post-war years the number of families leaving the east 
side mounted steadily. And by the early -20^s there were 
enou^ Jews in the Hamlin Park and Hertel sections to es¬ 
tablish a Conservative synagogue in each. Temple Beth David, 
on Humboldt Parkway, was founded in 1923 and Temple Emanu El 
(Hertel) now at Tacoma and Colvin Aves., in 1924. Soon after 
they were founded they each established a school adhering to 
the customary Congregational pattern: both schools were 
maintained by their respective congregations, under the sur¬ 
veillance of a school committee; both had as one of their 
motives the desire to foster a loyalty to the synagogue in 
the rising generaticins, and both adhered to the curriculum 
usually followed in Congregational schools. 
{*) 
(4) Temple Beth David; When newly organized in 1922, 
this congregation acquired for its first site a house at 
(34) 
652 Humboldt Parkway. Almost from the start the building 
was used for a twofold purpose: as a house of worship and a 
school. It had evidently been decided as a matter of course 
that the Congregation should maintain a weekday school. In 
the first year some forty pupils enrolled and one teacher 
was engaged. 
Meantimew^ plans were set afoot to build, a synagogue 
and the cornerstone was laid at 626 Humboldt Parkway in No- 
(35) 
vember 1924. The building was completed in 1925. It pro- 
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vided school facilities which were far from ideal but su¬ 
perior to those afforded in the first location. The reg¬ 
istration increased and by 1928 had reached 70 pupils. 
V/ith the engagement of Dr. Engelman in 1929, the 
school entered upon a new phase. Hitherto only boys had 
been admitted. At his suggestion girls too v/ere permitted 
to enroll. A kindergarten class was als© introduced. These 
steps, together with other factors, resulted in an increase 
in registration, which, within a few years, amounted to 175 
pupils. AS the enrollment mounted the staff was augmented 
and by 1935 it included four teachers. 
By 1936 it was borne in upon the Congregation that the 
space provided for school purposes within the Temple proper 
was inadequate. A drive was launched and funds were raised 
wherewith was purchased a house adjacent to the Temple. Af¬ 
ter undergoing alterations it was converted into a school. 
Still short of schoolhouse standards, the building never¬ 
theless marked a great advance in the facilities it pro¬ 
vided. It offered better and increased classroom space 
than that which had till now been available. It resulted 
in less crowding and better distribution of pupils into 
their appropriate grades. 
To finance the school, a tuition fee was first levied. 
But in 1929 the membership fee of the Congregation was ad¬ 
justed to include tuition. Thenceforth members had the priv¬ 
ilege of sending their children to the school without any 
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Itxofor 
other payment than the annual dues. This was a further, in 
n 
the increase in enrollment which took place from 1920 onward. 
Besides its weekday school Temple Beth David has, since 
its organization, also maintained a Sunday School. Till 1920 
its enrollment numbered about 150 pupils. Its curriculum 
provided for graduation after seven years of attendance. In 
1920 the course of study was extended an additional year; 
to graduate, pupils now had to attend eight years. A further 
year of study was added for those who wished to qualify for 
confirmation (a religious ceremony). By keeping the old pu¬ 
pils in the school while new ones annually enrolled, these 
extensions operated to increase the Sunday School registra¬ 
tion and it rose to over two hundred. 
The staff of this department of the school was re- 
cmiited at first from volunteers. Later however (in 1920) 
in accordance with the, by now, familiar pattern, a system 
of paid teachers was inaugurated. This is the status of the 
school at present. 
(*) 
(5) Temple Emanu El: Organized in 1924, this Con¬ 
gregation marked its first decade of existence by an im¬ 
permanence of location. From 1924 to 1926 the Congregation 
met in rented quarters on Parkside Ave. near Russel Ave. A 
weekday school was established with an enrollment of 25 to 
20 pupils, and a staff of one teacher. Classes met in a 
room within the building. In 1927 the Congregation moved to 
new quarters on Hertel near Norwalk Ave., which it occupied 
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until 1934. It continued its school but now augmented its 
staff to two teachers, in response to an increase in en¬ 
rollment. At the same time it inaugurated a Sunday School. 
Registration in the weekday school in this period was ap¬ 
proximately 120; in the Sunday School there were some 200 
pupils. 
In 1934 the Congregation moved to its present site on 
Tacoma and Colvin Aves., occupying what had formerly been 
a Baptist church. Possessing more facilities and room than 
ever before, the school was able to accomodate the further 
increase in registration, which by 1937 amounted to 175 for 
the weekday school and 525 for the Sunday School. This in¬ 
crease in enrollment necessitated a further augmentation 
of staff, the faculty of the weekday school being increased 
to four teachers. 
The staff of the Sunday School consisted of volunteers 
at first, the teachers receiving an honorarium at the end 
of each year in recognition of their services. Latterly, 
however, the teachers of this school have been placed on a 
salary basis. 
The Efforts of the Yiddishists 
The Jewish National ?/orkers» Alliance is a countrywide 
labor org.anization with headquarters in New York and branch 
groups in several cities in the Inited States. Its viev/point, 
as a Jewish body, is nationalist (Zionist) and secularist 
(non-religious). It is aligned with the socialists in its 
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acoeptance of the theory of the class-struggle* It regards 
Yiddish as one of the essential media of cultural expression 
of the Jewish people* It £ilso accords to Hebrevj a recognized 
place as the historic language of the Jews* To foster its 
program and seek, its continuity the Alliance, through its 
local affiliates, maintains schools in many cities through¬ 
out the country* While the financial responsibility for the 
schools rests with the local bodies, the direction, super¬ 
vision, curriculum, choice of texts and other pertinent 
matters are the concern of the central office of the organi¬ 
zation* The schools of this body are known as «Verband 
Yolkschulen” (National Schools of the Alliance)• 
(*) 
(1) The Buffalo Volkschule: In this city, the branch 
of the Alliance made its first of three attempts to launch a 
school in 1920* Housed in its club rooms on Jefferson Ave* 
near William St*, the school conducted classes on Sunday 
mornings and Monday through Thursday after public school 
hours. There ?<ere enrolled about 50 pupils who were divided 
into three groups each meeting one hour daily* The faculty 
consisted of one teacher* The language of instruction was 
Yiddish, and Yiddish and Hebrew literature were taught* The 
school was maintained through income from tuition fees and 
the various efforts of the local membership of the Alliance 
to raise funds* 
In this first attempt, the school endured only for a 
brief period* It closed after but one year* A lack of funds 
and the absence of proper and adeciuate facilities were the 
chief reasons which speeded its closing* 
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But in 1925 the school resumed its existence. This 
time its life-span was longer; the school had a continuous 
existence till 1930. In its second phase it began by being 
housed at the Jewish Comuiunity Center. The school grew, 
its enrollment at the peak being some 200 pupils (of whom 
the majority were girls). 
Vfhile the school was popular with its devotees, there 
were elements within the Jewish community which felt that 
its program was radical and (ergo) anti-religious. They 
therefore protested against the use of the Jewish Community 
Center as a school by the Alliance. A committee of rabbis 
and laymen investigated the school and exonerated it of the 
charge that it was anti-religious. Nevertheless it was 
found advisable that the school should seek its own quarters. 
The organization purchased a building on Jefferson Ave. near 
Peckham St. where the school continued till it closed down 
in 1930. 
During this period the school carried on the same pro¬ 
gram as in the year of its previous existence. The increased 
registration made it necessary to engage two full time 
teachers, who were supplemented by-a part-time teacher 
when needed. 
Eventually, however, the school had to close once 
again. Circumstances combined to curtail the registration: 
Jews were leaving the Y/illiam St. area, and the Talmud 
* 
Torah, which had become a ward of the Eederation, offered 
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schooling tuition-free, thereby drawing away a considerable 
percentage of pupils from the Alliance school. It was 
compelled to discontinue. 
One more attempt was made to revive the school in a 
new location. In 193E it reopened in the Hamlin Park district 
in a building at Jefferson Ave. and Ferry St. Its registra¬ 
tion numbered fifty pupils and it had one teacher. But the 
1 
effort was foredoomed. The school existed only one year. A 
whole train of circumstances brought on its final end. The 
depression which aggravated the usual financial difficulties 
of the school; the opening of a school by the Temple in the 
neighborhood; but chiefly, the halt of immigration which 
diminished the number of Yiddish-speaking Jews in this 
country: all these factors militated against the further 
existence of the school. 
But while it lasted, the school won the respect of all, 
even of those who opposed it. Its pupils were imbued with 
enthusiasm. The parents held it to be their cultural center. 
And finally, the teachers were men of good intellectual and 
educational caliber, who made up by their zeal for the in- * 
adequacies under which they worked. In short, the school, to 
quote the words of Louis Hurwich in his Survey of Jewish Ed¬ 
ucation in Buffalo (see next chapter); ’^can serve as an ex¬ 
ample of enthusiasm, devotion, and reciprocal love and re¬ 
spect between teachers and students.” 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ sic <1^   
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There remains but one further factor to consider in 
rounding out the picture of Jewish education in Buffalo - 
the Bureau of Jewish Education. To the story of its in¬ 
ception^ progress and present status, the next chapter 
will be devoted. 
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NOTES 
(*) Information concerning schools not possessing 
written records, or possessing thera in part only, was ob¬ 
tained from individuals closely associated with their re¬ 
spective schools from their inception. Such information 
throu^out this chapter is indicated by an asterisk: (*). 
1. Tractate ^Shevuot*’ (Oaths) , Babylonian Talmud, 39a. 
2. Buffalo Jewish Review, vol. XIII, no. 1. 
3. Yearbook of Federated Jev^ish Charities, 1910. 
4. Yearbook of Federated Jewish Charities, 1910. 
5. For events leading to the establishment of this annual 
celebration see Books of Maccabees I and II. 
6. For the origin of this annual celebration see the Book 
of Esther. 
7. The minutes of the Buffalo Hebrew School of Oct. 4, 1916 
place the registration at 191, and those of June 18, 
1918 state the registration to be 180. 
8. Minutes of Buffalo Hebrew School, June 26, 1912 and 
June 28, 1916. 
9. The various methods of financing here touched upon are 
mentioned repeatedly throu^out the minutes. Tuition 
fees, membership dues and the annual bazaar have 
been discontinued since affiliation with Federation. 
Of the older sources of income only the sale of ‘♦matzo** 
and ^shechita^ (ritual slaughter) money regain. 
10. Thus see minutes of B. H. S. of Feb. 5, 1909, June 2, 
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1909, and May 18, 1910. 
11. On the appointment of a Board of Education from the mem¬ 
bership of the Board of Directors, and on the scope and 
powers of the former see minutes of B. H. S. of Feb. 3, 
1909 and Mar. El, 1909. 
12. Adopted Aug. 12, 1914. 
13. Minutes of B. H. S. of Mar. 28, 1909. Also outline of 
course of study in Declaration of Principles. See note 
12. 
14. Minutes of B. H. S. , May 1, 1921. 
15. Minutes of B. H. S., Dec. 31, 1923. 
16. Minutes of B. H. S., Nov. 10, 1924. 
17. There is a reference to this Sunday School in the Buf¬ 
falo Express, June 13, 1909, and in the minutes of 
the B. H. S. of Dec. 16, 1908. 
18. Minutes of B. H. S., May 3,1916, May 24, 1916. 
19. Minutes of the B. H. S., Sept. 30, 1920. 
20. Temple Beth El Monthly Bulletin, no. 1, June 1911. 
21. From a brief historical synopsis of Temple Beth El, in¬ 
cluded in the souvenir prograii of the 91st Anniversary 
Ball of the Temple, 1938. 
22. Minutes of the School Committee of Temple Beth El, 
Dec. 8, 1935. 
'23. Minutes of the School Committee of Temple Beth Zion, 
Apr. 21, 1907. 
24. Report of the School Committee of Temple Beth Zion, 
Feb. 2, 1910. 
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25. Minutes of the School Coiamittee of Temple Beth Zion, 
Feb. 4, 1910. 
26. Minutes of the School Committee of Temple Beth Zion, 
May 27, 1915. 
27. Minutes of the School Committee, Temple Beth Zion, 
Feb. 18, 1916. 
28. Minutes of School Committee, Temple Beth Zion, Nov. 
5, 1923. How long this course continued in existence 
is not indicated. 
29. Minutes of School Committee, Temple Beth Zion, Mar. 
9, 1923. 
30. Minutes of School Committee, Temple Beth Zion, Nov. 
13, 1925. 
31. Minutes of School Committee, Temple Beth Zion, June 
2, 1929. 
32. The first suggestion for such weekday classes occurs 
in the minutes of the School Committee of Temple 
Beth Zion, Sept. 17, 1935. 
33. Minutes of School Committee, Temple Beth Zion, Mar. 
11, 1934. 
34. Buffalo Times, Feb. 21, 1931. 
35. Buffalo E25)ress, Nov. 24, 1924. 
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GHAPTILH SIX 
THE ERA OE THE BUREAU OE JEWISH EDUCATION 
In establishing a central bureau for Jewish education, 
Buffalo was by no means a pioneer. At least twelve cities 
had preceded it in creating such an organization. Indeed the 
^beginnings of community-wide organization in the field of 
Jewish education in the United States are commonly asso¬ 
ciated with the establishment of the Bureau of Jewish Edu- 
(1) 
cation in New York City in 1910.” 
The practical basis of all central communal agencies is 
— rationalization. In coordinating their activities, whether 
philanthropic or educational, communities are usually ”mo- 
tivated by a desire to eliminate duplication and friction, 
to introduce some balance between demand and supply, to 
raise standards of performance, and to provide for orderly 
(2) 
growth in facilities and program.” In short, it is an en¬ 
deavor to reach a given height of achievement with an econo¬ 
my of outlay and effort. The degree of success in attaining 
the desired goal in any specific community is affected, a- 
mong other things, ”by local traditions and peculiarities, by 
(3) 
group relations, and by the quality of local leadership.” 
But in the field of Jewish education the problem of co¬ 
ordination ”presents a number of special problems. There is 
considerable divergence of opinion in the Jewish community 
regarding the objectives and aims of Jewish education, di— 
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vergencies due to differing religious and social philosooliies, 
to basic differences concerning the relation of the Je^/v to 
the American scene and to cultural ties with central and 
eastern Europe and with Palestine. The problem is made still 
more difficult by the several school systems, which developed 
in the United States and by differences in emphasis on the 
cultural values which they are endeavoring to nurture and 
preserve.•••. Another factor, complicating further the prob¬ 
lem of coordination, is the congregational form of organiza¬ 
tion of Jewish religious interests, the interests most con¬ 
cerned with the preservation of the Jewish group as a re¬ 
ligious entity. As developed in the United States, Jewish 
religious organizations direct their attention primarily 
to the needs of their membership.•••. These conditions, 
typical of most iimerican communities, have provided the 
background for communal efforts at raising standards and 
(4) 
coordination.^ 
With these general reflections to be borne in mind, we 
can address ourselves to the origin of the Bureau of'Jewish 
Education in Buffalo. 
(1) Herman f/ile and His Associates: To Herman f/ile is 
usually ascribed the paternity of the Bureau. He was "the 
(5) 
father and inspiration of the idea." A member of Temple 
Beth Zion, its president for many years (he still is its 
president today), he interested himself in the question of 
Jewish education in Buffalo. It had been borne in upon him 
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and some or his associates in Temple Beth Zion - particu¬ 
larly Sol Levy and Jacob Tick - that there must be many 
Jewish children in Buffalo who were not receiving a Jew¬ 
ish education* Not content with general impressions, Wile 
decided to take steps to secure specific information. 
With his associates, he planned a comprehensive house-to- 
house canvass, to ascertain the number, density and dis¬ 
tribution of the Jews of Buffalo, and to learn how many 
children of school age were receiving no Jewish education. 
With this information once in hand, it was felt that the 
problem of providing Jewish educational facilities to 
(6) 
those lacking it could be more effectively handled. 
This census was launched in the Ball of 1928. It was 
quite thoroughgoing. 
(2) The Survey of Jewish Education b3^ Louis Hurwich; 
Meantime, it appears that there had been formed a Citi¬ 
zens* Committee of Buffalo Jewry which decided to sponsor 
a general survey of various aspects of Jev/ish communal 
(7) 
life in Buffalo. The surveys were conducted by the Bu¬ 
reau of Jewish Social Research of New York City. The field 
of Jewish education was surveyed by Louis Hurwich, Director 
of the Bureau of Jewish Education of Boston. 
In conducting the survey, Hurwich made use of the 
findings of the census of V?ile and his associates. He of 
* 
found that there were about 20, 000 Jews in the cityj of 
these 4, 000 were children between the ages of 5 and 14. 
r 
Of this number, 2, 097 (52.4^) were receiving some sort of 
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of Jswisii oducation* Tiioso in turn wero divided as follows? 
, , (8) 
(53*lfo) were boys and 983 (46*9^0) were girls. The 
survey considered the type and qualities available for Jew¬ 
ish education; the calibre of the teaching personnel; and 
financial problems. 
After a detailed analytical study of all the then ex¬ 
istent schools, the survey made the following principal 
recommendations: (1) That a Bureau of Jewish Education be 
organized consisting of representatives of all agencies 
interested in Jewish education. (2) The Bureau should com¬ 
pletely support all community schools; the Congregational 
schools should continue to be financed by their respective 
congregations. All schools should accept the supervision 
of the Bureau in matters directly educational. (3) "That 
the Jewish Federation for Social Service accept the re- 
((9) 
sponsibility for financing the requirements of the Bureau.” 
(3) The Materialization of the Bureau; The idea of es¬ 
tablishing a Bureau in Buffalo was, by now, therefore, no 
novelty. Even as Herman l<?ile laid plans for his census, he 
already contemplated a Bureau whose functions it should be; 
(1) to spread Jewish knowledge throu^ education, having 
regard for the religious convictions and traditional beliefs 
of various groups; (2) to establish schools where needed 
throu^out the city; (3) to procure able and efficient 
(10) 
teachers; (4)to act as a financial agency; (5) to coor¬ 
dinate educational activities; (6) to be a propaganda agency 
for Jewish education; (7) and to instil within the com¬ 
munity > and within its youth in particular, through educa¬ 
tion, an intelligent and sympathetic understanding of Jew- 
(12) 
ish religion, culture and tradition* 
The recommendation of Mr. Hurwich that a Bureau be 
established, thus fell upon receptive ears. And when the 
Bureau was actually launched upon its career in the Fall 
(12) 
of 1929, Herman Y/ile became its first president. At 
the same time it was decided that the Bureau should be an 
affiliate of Federation, which was to provide for its 
maintenance by an annual allotment of funds. 
(4) The Bureau and the Buffalo Hebrew School (Talmud 
Torah): Inasmuch as the Talmud Torah was already receiving 
its yearly budgetary allotment from Federation, it was de¬ 
cided from the outset that it should become a direct ward 
of the Bureau. The aforementioned allotment was thence¬ 
forth turned over to, and absorbed into that of the Bureau. 
It was further provided that the director of the Bureau was 
(14) 
to be the educational supervisor of the Talmud Torah. 
Meantime the necessary steps to procure a director 
were taken, and in March 1920 Mr. (later. Dr.) Ben Edidin 
(15) 
was engaged to fill the post. For the first five years 
of its existence the Bureau’s offices were located in the 
building of the Talmud Torah. 
For several years, this school and its semi-dependent, 
the Fillmore Ave. school (Ahavat Achim), were the only ones 
* 
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over which the Bureau exercised direct control. The existent 
Congregational schools would not - and do not even now - 
tolerate any supervision by the Bureau over them. Regardless 
of this, however, the Bureau made available to all schools 
its facilities for advice, texts, materials and the like. 
(^) Efforts to Widen the Scope of the Bureau^s Activi-* 
tie^5 A conception of the attempts of the Bureau to widen 
the sphere of its activities within the community from the 
second year of its existence can be gained from a perusal 
of the plans for that year submitted by the director. They 
include (1) work toward an increased enrollment in the 
schools (but especially in the Talmud Torah); (2) efforts 
to improve instruction, texts, materials and methods; (3) 
training of Sunday School teachers throu^ the establish¬ 
ment of classes for that purpose, which shall, however, 
also be made available to adults generally; (4) the estab¬ 
lishment of clubs and classes for adolescents; (5) the 
Junior Review, a Juvenile department in the Buffalo Jewish 
(16) 
Review, Buffalo’s Anglo-Jewish weekly paper. 
(6) Tarbut (Culture) College; Indeed, it was the 
third item in these plans which adumbrated one of the Bu¬ 
reau’s more worthwhile efforts, i. e., that of Tarbut Col¬ 
lege. It was to be a school for adults, meeting one evening 
a week, at some centrally situated location. Apart from 
courses in principles and methods of teaching, designed 
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to help those who tau^t or wanted to teach in the Sunday 
Schools, there were to be content courses in Jewish history 
and contemporary Jewish life and problems. The locale of 
the classes was to be the Grosvenor Library (383 Franklin 
Ave.) which generously offered its facilities; and Wednes¬ 
day evening was to be "Tarbut” night. The school was ini¬ 
tiated in the Fall of 1930^ and was to be conducted from 
(17) 
November throu^ April. The following year the place 
and day were changed. Classes were held on Monday instead 
of Wednesday evenings, and the new location was Temple 
Beth Zion. This arrangement still prevails. 
(7) Talmud Torah and Bureau Adjust Their Relations; 
One of the problems in adjustment whiah the Bureau was o- 
bliged to face from the outset was that of its relations 
to the Talmud Torah. Althou^ this latter is an affiliate 
of the Bureau it is nevertheless an autonomous institution, 
governed by its own rules, controlled by its own board of 
directors and very jealous of its independence. Only time 
and e^erience would work out a "modus vivendi" permitting 
each organization to work separately in its own special 
sphere, and together where the situation called for joint 
effort. Meantime the director, whose duties required him to 
act as supervisor of the Talmud Torah, was in an anomalous 
position. 
One of the first issues to arise was that of orthodoxy. 
This is a delicate problem and requires cautious handling. 
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The Talmud Torah is committed to an Orthodox approach on 
all matters pertaining to Jewish life. The Bureau itself is 
presumably not confined to any specific outlook. It is sup¬ 
posed to be - and indeed strives to be - strictly neutral 
on all such matters. 
Nevertheless the problem arose. At a meeting of the 
board of the Bureau, not long after the first director, 
Edidin, assumed his duties, there appeared the president of 
the Talmud Torah. He submitted that it was one of the func¬ 
tions of the Bureau to create goodwill. Yet adverse comment 
was circulating to the effect that the Talmud Torah was not 
(18) 
being conducted along strictly Orthodox lines. The mat¬ 
ter was then smoothed over, but the problem recrudesced 
time and again. Eventually assurances had to be given the 
Talmud Torah that nothing would be done to jeopardize the 
(19) 
Orthodoxy which is its mainspring. 
Another source of friction lay i in the matter of the 
appointment, supervision and dismissal of faculty members 
of the Talmud Torah. Whose fiinction was it to engage a 
teacher; to dismiss a teacher; or to discipline him? Was it 
to be the function of the Bureau acting through its di¬ 
rector? Or was it the province of the Board of Directors of 
(SO) 
the Talmud Torah? 
To reach a solution satisfactory to both sides, cov¬ 
ering all issues and envisaging all likely contingencies, a 
Joint Committee, representing the Bureau and Talmud Torah, 
was set up. This committee worked out a Relationship Agree- 
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ment which was adopted by both sides on Oct# 14, 1936# It 
included a detailed derinition of the supervisory functions 
of the Bureau, acting throu^ its director# It embraced 
such matters as (1) classroom visitation; (2) organization 
of classes; (3) submission of teachers* reports; (4) initia¬ 
tion of matters of policy; (5) contact of the Bureau with 
the Board of the Talmud Torah# Arrangements were also made 
as to school personnel, relating to the enga^ent, retention 
and dismissal of any member of the staff. Lastly, the manner 
in which the allotment of the annual budget of the Talmud 
Torah was to be made, was likewise arranged# 
The general spirit underlying the agreement was one of 
mutual respect amd goodwill; and the harmonizing device em¬ 
ployed was that of assigning specific tasks and responsi¬ 
bilities to each side# The arrangement was to operate annu¬ 
ally, from September 1, of each year and could not be can¬ 
celled by either party except by notice submitted on or be¬ 
fore July 31 of any calendar year# This agreement is still 
(21) 
in forces 
Since the Talmud Torah was at first the only large 
school under control of the Bureau, the director could give 
to it a large share of his attention# Some of the benefits 
accruing from this, were improvements in curriculum plan¬ 
ning, modernization in plant, classroom methods and general 
(not religious) outlook; an'd an increase in extra-curricu¬ 
lar activities# 
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In 1935 a modification in the supervisory duties of 
the director occurred, when a member, selected from the 
faculty of the Talmud Torah, was appointed principal of the 
school. Although the director theoretically still retained 
his supervisory powers, he tended, in practice, more and 
more to relegate immediate supervision to the principal. 
At all events, in spite of the aforementioned benefits 
conferred upon it by the Bureau, the Talmud Torah, in its 
present location, is a waning institution. Its registration 
has been in steady annual decline since 1930, chiefly be¬ 
cause of the shifting of the Jewish population from the 
V/illiam St* area to ®Ther neighborhoods. What disposition 
should and will ultimately be made of it as regards its 
building, staff and those children who reraainin the viciniiy 
and for whose Jewish education the community must be re¬ 
sponsible - all these are problems which the Boards of both 
the Bureau and the Talmud Torah together must, within the 
near future, ultimately scbe. 
(8) The Scope of the Bureau^ s functions: From time to 
time the Bureau would set forth the various functions which 
it does or should perform. This was done through the medium 
of definition, resolution, annual reports, or special study. 
In the Fall of 1932 the director, Mr. Edidin, outlined the 
(22) 
functions of the Bureau under six heads. Three/years-la¬ 
ter a c serle s iof Jsix:^ resdiut% ons,' ’’ expounding the /purposes 
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(23) 
whiola the Bureau is dedicated, was drawn up* And at the 
annual meeting in January 1937, Paul Veret, who had succeeded 
Edidin in 1935, as the Bureau’s director, presented a report 
in which he indicated its spheres of activity and accon?)- 
(24) 
lishment* 
Except for minor details and differences in wording, a 
sameness of theme runs throu^ all these statements* All 
dwell on the need to increase enrollment in the schools, 
and improve curriculiim and methods of teaching; the de¬ 
sirability to coordinate Jewish educational effort in the 
cityj the necessity for granting financial aid in some form 
to the smaller schools; and the need to establish such edu¬ 
cational and cultural activities as no other agency in the 
city is prepared wholeheartedly to create and maintain* 
In consonance with this last mentioned need, the Bureau 
has, at various times, sponsored a number of undertakings 
which it once classified under two heads; Extension Activi¬ 
ties and Coordinating Activities* The degree of consistency 
and continuity with which it has maintained any of these 
activities has depended on their popularity, the availa¬ 
bility of funds and the Initiative of the director* 
Among the extension activities which have for a time 
been conducted by the Bureau but have since fallen casu¬ 
alties from a lack of funds or other causes, are two 
highly worthwhile cultural and educational enterprizesi 
the Jewish Choral Society and the Junior Review* The first 
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is an organization which, by dint of its effort, sincerity 
and the quality of its performances as a vehicle for Jew¬ 
ish musical e25)ression, has been able to maintain itself 
despite the fact that it has been deprived of its annual 
subsidy by the Bureau* The second refers to the regular 
appearance in the Anglo-^Jewish weekly, the Buffalo Jew¬ 
ish Review, of a number of columns of reading matter, spe?- 
cifically prepared for juvenile readers* Its discontinu¬ 
ance is probably due to reasons other than a lack of funds* 
Among its coordinating activities are the Bureau’s 
reference library - which will grow in value as it grows in 
volume; its publication of educational material; and its 
service as a medium for the dispensation of general Jewish 
(25) 
information to schools, clubs and the general public* 
(9) Attempts at Re-organization; In January 1938, Paul 
Yeret resigned as director of the Bureau* A new director 
I* 
was not appointed till the summer of that year. During the 
interregnum, the affairs of the Bureau were carried on by 
an administrative directorate of three* The triumvirate 
included Dr* Selig Adler (a teacher of history in the Buf- 
falo High School system), Reverend Harry J* Brevis (Iduca- 
tional Director of the Young Menfe and Young Womehs Hebrew 
Association) and Dr. Uriah Z. Engelman (who later became 
the Director of the Bureau and still holds that post). A 
new plan was elaborated to ’’decentralize” the Bureau ”by 
placing authority on the respective organizations connected 
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vritli it." To that end an Educational Council consisting "of 
the Administrative Committee; Chairm§(en of School Boards; 
Educational Directors; and Lajnen” was to be established* 
"From this Council” were to ”be appointed committees to deal 
directly with the various problems that arise and after the 
said committees have met and come to decisions they will 
submit their findings and suggestions to the Administrative 
Committee who will in txirn take them up with the Executive 
(26) , 
Board *” 
This arrangement was never fully implemented. In August 
of that year Dr. Engelman was appointed Director of the Bu¬ 
reau, which continued to operate as before: i. e., througli^ 
an executive board chosen from a board of directors not at 
all as eclectic in its composition as had been proposed* All 
matters of policy are framed by this board and are, in turn, 
given practical effect by the executive director* 
(10) Expansion of Activities; The year 1936 marked the 
beginning of more expanded activities for the Bureau. Until 
then its outright sphere of activity was limited to two 
schools: the Talmud Torah and the Ahavat Achim school on 
Fillmore Ave* Thenceforth it took an active part in estab¬ 
lishing schools within the smaller congregations, or in 
aiding such schools as were already established# 
The method on which the Bureau based its financial 
aid to these schools was that of scholarship grants; i. e*, 
for every pupil on the rolls of such schools, whose tuition 
was not otherwise paid,'the Bureau was to make a monthly 
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grant of two dollars, for ten months of the year. The Bu¬ 
reau did not undertake to assume thereby the ultimate fi¬ 
nancial responsibility for the maintenance of these 
schools; this rested with each of the individual consi*e- 
gations concerned. 
The schools reached by this arrangement are (1) the 
Ahavat Achim school at 832 Fillmore Ave., which was reor— 
(m) 
ganized in 1936 to conform this arrangement; (2) 
Anshe Zedek (Hen of Righteousness) at 85 Saranac Ave. in 
(28) . 
the Her tel section; (2) Se'th Abraham (ri oust of Abrah^) 
(29 j 
at 1045 Elmwood Ave. in the Elmwood-Riohmond district; 
and (4l Ohel Jacob (Tent of Jacob) at 493 East Ferry St. 
(30) 
in the Hamlin Park area. 
(11) The Workmen's Circle School: In addition to these 
Congregational schools one other school — ncn-Congregational 
. - was accorded the aforementioned form of assistance. In 
1937 a school of the Yiddishist t^^e had been started by the 
(31) 
Workmen's Circle at the corner of East Ferry St. and 
Jefferson Ave. (Hamlin Park). In the second year of its 
existence it applied to the Bureau for a subvention. 
In view of the fact that the school’s sponsors were 
held suspect of radical and anti-religious, leanings, a com¬ 
mittee from the Workmen’s Circle appeared before the execu¬ 
tive board of the Bureau and stated its position in the 
following terms: 
The Workmen’s Circle is neither a socialistTpr oommu- 
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nist organization but a fraternal order* It ♦’is interested 
in maintaining a Jewish school. The curriculum of the school 
includes Jewish language Qriddishl, history, literature and 
also Bible in Yiddish. They accept children wishing to enrol], 
whether they Qthe childrei^ are able to pay or not. They 
have a grant of three hundred dollars from the Central Or¬ 
ganization in New York: and the resi; or the monej:^ they raise 
themselves locally.” A committee of three was appointed to 
i'oB) 
investigate the application* 
iSventually, after the school had agreed to meet the 
terms of the bureau, 1. ©♦, to add Hebrew instruction to 
its curriculum and to give added stress to the teaching of 
Jewish holidays, it was put on an equal footing with those 
schools already receiving aid from the Bureau. It was given 
(33) 
a monthly grant for each pupil unable to pay a tuition fee. 
(12) The Hi^ Schools of the Bureau: imong the problems ^ It 
with which the Bureau has endeavored to cope is the vexing 
question of prolonging the schooling of those adolescent 
pupils who have exhausted the possibilities of their week¬ 
day schools. It first sou^t to tackle the issue by means 
of establishing high schools, located in the separate 
schools, and taking care of the pupils of these schools. 
The Bureau paid the salaries of the teachers engaged in 
this work. 
The effort was begun in 1936 and in February of that 
year the Bureau reported four units In operation, one in 
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each or the Conservative temples and one at the Talmud 
Torah. The combined registration was put at "about 50 
(34) 
students." The question of centralizing the hi^ 
schools by having one meeting place for all, was occa¬ 
sionally discussed; but the practicability of such a step 
(35) 
was mooted. The undertaking lasted only two years; in 
1937 the hi^ schools were discontinued. 
However', in the Fall of 1939, the project was resumed. 
This time a centralized high school was established, with 
pupils from the various schools meeting at the building 
of the Young Men’s Hebrew Association on Linwood Ave* 
Classes meet two hours a day in the late afternoon two 
days a week. It is too soon to be able to say whether 
this effort will prove more enduring than its predecessor* 
(13) The Bureau and the Community Religious Schools 
In June 1936 the Bureau took over the direction of the 
(36) 
Community Religious School. In transferring the school, 
the Sisterhood of Zion extended to the Bureau the ri^t to 
exercise complete supervision. The Sisterhood, however, was 
still to remain affiliated with the school by means of its 
Advisory Board which was to cooperate with the Board of the 
(37) 
Bureau. The annual budget of the school was to be pro¬ 
vided by the Bureau. This, arrangement is presently in force* 
The school itself is directed by a principal, who, 
however, submits all his reports to the Bureau. The princi¬ 
pal also advises with the Bureau’s director on all matters 
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relating to policy, ciirriculum, expenditure and other 
pertinent details* 
Although situated in an area which Jews are steadily 
leaving, the school yet contrives to hold its ground# This 
may be accounted for by (1) the loyalty of former students 
who, in many instances, now send their omn children to the 
school even from a considerable distance; (2) the added 
emphasis placed upon the work done by the higher classes 
and the establishment of a two-year post-graduate course 
which, together, tend to retain the older pupils in the 
school over a longer period# 
Still it would be deluding to believe that the school 
iLas come off entirely unscathed# It is witnessing a gradual 
drop in registration which loyalty and resourcefulness can 
retard but not stop# 
(14) An Estimate of the Bureau^s Accomplishments in 
General Terms; In June 1939 the Bureau celebrated ten years 
of its existence# In that interval it has gradually expanded 
the terrain in which itfc operates# But thus far its positive 
achievements can be stated by and large in numerical terms 
only# It expends so many dollars a year; it provides edu¬ 
cation for so many children; it operates in whole or in 
part so many schools; it reaches out its contacts, in one 
way or another, to so many organizations and so many indi¬ 
viduals of the community# 
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After ten years the Bureau tias not yet achieved one 
of the cardinal aims for which it was callad into heingj 
there is still no real unified system of all the schools, 
not even among the schools that are affiliated with the 
Bureau* As for the temple schools, they hold themselves as 
aloof from the Bureau today as in its first days. Theo¬ 
retically they wish it well, but in practice they mai-n- 
tain their separateness sturdily* 
In general too much attention is. given to how many 
pupils are in the school but not enou^ scrutiny of what 
is done with them there and what they ultimately accom-* 
plish* 
To be sure, the Bureau is confronted by handicaps 
which tend to stultify its efforts. Its budget is sub¬ 
jected, from time to time, to cuts; it exists in constant 
dread of ever impending reductions. Its hands are tied by 
the fact that the schools it does supervise, are also sub¬ 
ject to a measure of control by the separate school boards- 
a situation which sometimes creates friction and leads to 
misunderstanding and conflict. It is also under the obli¬ 
gation to be rigorously impartial; it must be neutral - 
entirely free of the suspicion of having leanings to any 
particular group in the community. 
All these factors in themselves tend to limit the 
full and salutary operation of the Bureau. Yet another 
conditioning influence is that of the executive director; 
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his personality, ability, ingenuity, and sagacity - to the 
extent that he possesses these qualities - are determinants 
of considerable magnitude* 
Hcwever, ten years is a brief span of time in which 
to measure the extent and quality of the influence and 
of an institution such as the Bureau* Perliaps 
more time must be allowed to elapse before the Bureau’s 
achievements are passed under the rod for definitive 
judgment * 
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NOTES 
1. Community Organization for Jewish Education^ Council of 
Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds, New York, Oct* 
1939, p. 1 and footnote* 
2, Ibid., p. E. 
3* Ibid*, p. 2* 
4* Ibid*, pp* 2 and 3* 
5* Buffalo Jewish Review, Aug* 31, 1928* 
6* Ibid*, Aug* 24, 1928 
7. Ibid*, Mar. 11, 1929 
8* Survey of Jewish Education in the Buffalo Schools by 
Louis Hurwich (on file at the Bureau of Je?^ish Ed¬ 
ucation, Buffalo, N. Y*), 1929. 
9. For a digest of the Survey see Jewish Education, vol* 
II, no* 2, June 1930, pp* 85-87* 
10. Buffalo Jewish Review, July 13, 1928* 
11. Ibid*, July 20, 1928 
12* Ibid*, Sept . 7, 1928 
13* Ibid*, Oct. 11, 1929 
14* Minutes of Buffalo Hebrew School, July 31, 1930* 
15* Minutes of the Bureau of Jewish Education, Mar* 31, 
1930* 
16* Minutes of the Bureau, Sept* 18, 1930* 
17* Minutes of the Bureau, Oct. 20, 1930* 
18* Minutes of the Bureau, Dec* 18, 1930* 
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19* Minutes of the Buffalo Hebrew School, Sept. 17, 1935# 
20* Minutes of Buffalo Hebrew School, Oct. 2, 1933, and 
Dec. 6, 1934. 
El. A copy of- the arrangement is included intthe minutes 
of the Bureau. 
22. Minutes of the Bxireau, Oct. 11, 1932. 
23. Minutes of Bureau, Sept. 5, 1935. 
24. Minutes of, Bureau, Jan. 5, 1937. 
25. Minutes of Bureau, April 2, 1936. 
26. Minutes of Bureau, Jan. 24, and Jan. 31^ 1938• 
27. Minutes of Bureau, Jan. 9, 1936. 
28. Minutes of Bureau, June 11, 1936. 
29. Minutes of Bureau, Oct. 26, 1936. 
30. Minutes of Bureau, Aug. 24, 1938* 
31. For the underlying philosophy and outlook of the Work 
men^s Circle and its schools see above, Chap. I, pp* 
18-19 and p. 23. 
32. Minutes of Bureau, Oct. 11, 1938. 
33. This information was given by the Director of the 
Bureau, Dr. Engelman. 
34. Minutes of Bureau, Feb. 24, 1936. 
35. Minutes of Bureau, Apr. 2, 1936. 
36. See Chap. V, pp. 81-87. 
37. Minutes of Bureau, June 11, 1936. 
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CH^TEH SEYEIT 
TRENDS AI)TD TElsfDENCIES 
Almost a century has passed, ninety-three years to he 
exact, since formal Jewish education was launched in Buffa¬ 
lo* It is here in point to attempt to survey comprehensive¬ 
ly what has been told in the foregoing chapters in detail* 
r 
(1) Collateral Agencies; It must be borne in mind 
that only the progress of formal Jewish education has been 
considered* For in addition to the schools, various agencies 
exist, conducting activities many of which have distinctly 
educational implications and values* But these are merely 
incidental and the institutions which foster such activi¬ 
ties are primarily motivated by other concerns* This is not 
to say that those who direct these activities are not fully 
aware of their educational significance. On the contrary, 
they fully realize, welcome and, indeed, exploit their edu¬ 
cational potentialities to the full* 
Nevertheless, because of the informal character of 
their programs, and because they are not schools either in 
name or fact, these institutions have not been considered 
here* Instances of such collateral Jewish educational 
agencies abound in Buffalo. To mention only a few, there 
are the Jewish Community Center (in the William St. dis¬ 
trict), the Young Meifs and Young ?/omen*s Hebrew Associa¬ 
tion (in the Richmpnd-Elmwood district, and within easy 
reach of the Hamlin Park district as well), the various 
Zionist adult and youth groups and a host of variegated 
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social and cultural clubs, utilizing the community halls of 
the temples and synagogues as their places of meeting. 
(2) Becapitulation; What developments have ninety-three 
j’^ears of formal Jewish educational effort witnessed in Buf¬ 
falo? Within these years have arisen almost all of the va¬ 
rious types of Jewish school: the Congregational weekday 
and Sunday Schools; the ”cheder”; communal weekday and Sun¬ 
day Schools; two types of Yiddishist school; and a Bureau 
of Jewish Education one of whose ultimate aims it is to 
achieve the unification of all the Jewish schools within 
the city into one system. 
The schools, in turn, each reflect the varied religious, 
secular and economic standpoint of their respective spon¬ 
sors; being Reform, Orthodox or Conservative; nationalist 
(Zionist) or non-nationalist (non-Zionist); or representing 
the outlook of the labor group. It is almost needless to 
add that these alignments are not necessarily rigid; indeed, 
overlapping is quite common. Thus an Orthodox Jew may also 
be a Zionist; a member of one of the labor groups may also 
be an indefatigable worker in a synagogue* 
Handicaps; Jewish education operates, even at 
best, under certain shortcomings. Difficulties simply in¬ 
here in its path from the very nature of the case. It re¬ 
quires the expenditure of large sums of money which, in 
one form or other, are voluntarily contributed. Its im¬ 
mediate concern is the dissemination of a culture which 
must, under the circumstances, be a subsidiary one. In 
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its weekday schools it must deal with the child after he has 
already attended the public school for a full day* There are 
no laws to compel attendance* The cooperation by the individ¬ 
uals who constitute the community rests on no other force 
than that of good will and the moral impulsion to be obli¬ 
gated. This is true alike in the matter of finances and in 
the willingness of parents and children to submit to the 
necessary discipline required for the efficient operation 
of a school* 
A further difficulty is encountered in the absence of 
a definitely responsible attitude to the teacher. For the 
teacher in the Jewish school there are no laws to insure 
his security of tenure, reasonable increases in remunera¬ 
tion at regular intervals, a specific maximum as a salary 
goal, or pension provisions against old age* He is sub¬ 
ject to the whims and fancies which may at any time pre¬ 
vail within the community. Should the community feel the 
need for economy, then is he among the first victims. 
Naturally such a condition cannot have a beneficient ef¬ 
fect on Jewish education as a whole. 
(4) Progress; Nevertheless, the passing years have 
shown progress in many directions. There has been a steady 
increase in the absolute number of individuals receiving a 
(1) 
Jewish educatioh. Improvements have been made - and are 
still being made - in the physical facilities of the 
schools. Education has become more widespread, being now 
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available to adolescents and adults, as well as children# 
The curriculum is undergoing in all schools a gradual pro¬ 
cess of refinement, whose aim it is to make Jewish educa¬ 
tion more adaptable to the American milieu. Finally, it is a 
far cry from the factotum who taught, what time he was occu¬ 
pied with numerous additional duties, in the first days of 
Congregation Beth El, to the modern, specialized and (in¬ 
creasingly) American born, college-trained teacher# 
To the Jewish schools must also be given the credit 
for an accomplishment which is taken for granted but whose 
importance is not lessened one whit thereby. It is a fact 
that since their inception, the Jewish schools have kept 
successive generations of Jews in touch with their reli¬ 
gious faith, their folkways, their culture and their broth¬ 
er Jews throughout the Diaspora. 
(5) Americanizing Influences: It is but natural that 
Jewish schools, conducted among normal American surround¬ 
ings, such as Buffalo presents, should feel their environ¬ 
mental influences. This is discernible in two directions: 
externally and internally. The former is instanced by the 
constant desire and effort on the part of the Jewish schools 
to improve their physical facilities; their endeavor to se¬ 
cure American-horn or Americanized individuals as teachers; 
their increasing attention to curriculum planning; and 
their efforts to achieve' efficiency in operation along 
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lines aharaoteristic of American sciiools# Thus America, 
through its schools, serves as a standard and a goal* 
The second line of influence is more subtle and per¬ 
meates beneath the surface of Jewish life. It is evi¬ 
denced by its effect on ideological aspects in the cur¬ 
riculum of the Jewish school* It consists in the emphasis 
laid, where the subject permits it, on the elements and 
ideals which are common to Jewish and American life: love 
of freedom; respect for the rights of the individual; 
and a firm belief in and adherence to the democratic way 
of life. It is further discernible in the stress laid on 
the observance of American patriotic holidays; in the fact 
that a course in the history of the Jev/s in the United 
States is given in practically every Jewish school; in 
taking the opportunity whenever it arises, whether in class 
or at school or public assemblies, to indicate the share of 
the Jews in the making of America; and in the culling out, 
for classroom use, of the best of American expression by 
its leading statesmen, and thinkers on the subject of the 
Jews. 
(6) Trends and Tendencies Summarized: Having in mind 
all that has been portrayed, it is here in point to sum¬ 
marize the trends and tendencies which are indicated by 
Jewish educational effort in Buffalo: 
1. To increasingly modernize Jewish education, by 
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improvement of the physical facilities of the 
schools, by adapting the curriculum to the 
needs of American life, and by engaging better- 
trained, American-born or Americanized teachers# 
2# To stress the importance of reli,gdous education; 
it is not mere financial urgency which impelled 
the Workmen's Circle to accede to the stipulation 
^ of the Bureau that it give added stress to the 
teaching of Jewish customs and holidays. There 
is a growing sentiment among secular groups 
that the elimination of the religious element 
from their wa3^ of life may have been somewhat 
extreme. 
3. To make Jewish education more available - especial¬ 
ly to those who are without means or facilities 
for it. In Buffalo the Bureau endeavors to per¬ 
form this funcrtlon. 
4* As a corollary of the last-mentioned tendency 
j 
must be recorded the growdng recognition that 
educational undertakings are a communal, no 
less than, a Congregational responsibility# 
5# To recognize increasingly the essentiality of the 
place of Hebrew in Jewish education; witness 
the efforts of the Reform school - Temple Beth 
Zion - to introduce weekday classes in Hebrew# 
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6* To expect a more intensive and extensive Jewish 
education than is provided merely through 
Sunday Schools* Educators and^ more recently^ 
laymen realize the inadequacy of the one-day- 
a-weelc school for the transmission of a cultu¬ 
ral heritage as old and as extensive as the 
Jewish is, 
7* To introduce system and whatever measure of uni¬ 
formity is possible throughout the Jewish 
schools in the community. This is the task of 
the Bureau. 
8. To realize that Jewish education is not the ex¬ 
clusive province of the child, but that it is 
also essential for adolescents and adults. 
Hence the high school and Tarbut conducted by 
the Bureau, and the post-graduate classes 
instituted by the schools of the temples, 
9, To plan Jewish education on the principle that 
it is supplementary to - and not a replace¬ 
ment of — American education, 
10. To give recognition, through educational chan¬ 
nels, to the common bonds of American and 
Jewish life, 
11, To recognize that Jewish education is a means 
of acquiring that information and those skills 
which will make Jewish life in iLuerica a whole¬ 
some, positive and culturally enriching ex- 
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perience* 
(7) Buffalo a Typical City; This study has oonfined itself 
to a consideration of Jewish education as it obtains in Buf¬ 
falo* But it is very probable that the picture presented is* 
on the whole* t3rpical of all the Jewish comnunities in this 
country; all* at least* with a population (Jewish) of* let 
us say* 5* 000 or more* To be sure* each community will dif-* 
fer in certain details* The location* the numbers* the com*-* 
r 
position of the community as re0£irds the religious* social, 
national and economic outlook of its members* the age of tlje 
community — all these will be factors tending to create 
differences in some aspaects* But; in its broad lines: in its 
aims* its ideals, its achievements, its general line of 
development* in its reflection of the various segments 
which constitute the customary pattern of American Jewish 
life* in its problems and in its relation to the American 
environment and American education;«in all these respects 
Buffalo is probably typical of many Jewish communities in 
the United States* 
From this aspect a study of the history of the pro¬ 
gress of Jewish education in Buffalo presents a criterion 
of its nature and e^erience throu^out the land* 
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NOTES 
!♦ The following figures represent the registration in the 
various schools for the current year, 1939-1940• They 
were obtained on request from the heads of the schools# 
A* Congregational weekday schools 
1* Temple Beth El (Richmond Ave*)— 100 pupils 
2# Temple Beth Zion (Delaware Ave.)— 40 pupils 
3. Temple Beth David (Humboldt Parkway)— 167 
pupils 
4. Temple Emanu El (Colvin Ave.)— 157 pupils 
B. Weekday schools affiliated with the Biireau 
1# Buffalo Hebrew School (Hickory St.)— 178 
pupils 
> 2# Ahavat Achim School (Fillmore Ave.)— 44 
pupils 
3. Anshe Zedek School (Saranac Ave.)—82 pupils 
4# Beth Abraham School (Elmwood Ave.)— 43 pupils 
5. Ohel Jacob School (E# Ferry St.)— 60 pupils 
6. Workmen’s Circle School (E. Ferry St. and 
Jefferson Ave.)— 62 pupils 
7* Central Hebrew High School (Linwood Ave.)— 17 
pupils 
C. Congregational Sunday Schools 
1# Temple Beth El— 200 pupils 
2. Temple Beth Zion— 472 pupils 
3. Temple Beth David— 223 pupils 
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4. Temple Emanu El— 295 pupils 
D* Sunday Schools affiliated with the Bureau 
1* Jewish Community Religious School (Jefferson 
Ave*)— 402 pupils 
2* Anshe Zedek School— 120 pupils 
The total registration in all the weekday schools for 
this year was - 950; in all the Sunday Schools it was - 
1,712. These figures represent a decrease in weekday at¬ 
tendance and an increase in Sunday School attendance, in 
comparison with the attendance in 1938 (for which see chart 
on p . 141a)» 
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A conception of the variety and scope of literature 
on Jewish education in general and on related subjects can 
be gained from the bibliography of Doctoral Dissertations 
and Master’s Theses on Jewish Education and Kindred Themes, 
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pp* 188-195* 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF BUFFALO 
BUFFALO'i NEV; YORIC 
May 6, 19^0 
Dear Professor Welles: 
Mr. Klein’s study of Jewish education in Buffalo is a 
creditable contribution. Its presentation of the sociological 
background is illuminating; its facts are important and 
authoritative; and its general viev/point is inspired by a synthesis 
of liberal American thought and the Hebrex^r quest of survival. 
Faithfully yours 
Israel Efros 
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